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ABSTRACT
Background
Balance impairments are common in people with incomplete spinal cord injury (pwiSCI) and
people with multiple sclerosis (pwMS). Impaired balance control during standing and
walking may lead to falls and fall-related injuries. Understating and improving balance
control is important for reducing falls in both pwiSCI and pwMS. Balance can be improved
by using walking aids such as a standard cane, four-wheeled walker (4WW), or walking poles
and by adding haptic input during standing and walking. Walking aids can be used in multifunctional ways either conventionally (provides mechanical support and sensory input) or
lightly (provides only sensory input).
Purpose
To examine the sensorimotor integration abilities, the studies in this thesis examined the
effects of added haptic input when using different modalities such as a standard cane, a fixed
railing, 4WW, walking poles, and haptic anchors on standing and walking balance in pwiSCI,
pwMS, and neurotypical individuals.
Methods and results
Study one: Postural sway parameters were measured using force plates where pwiSCI and
neurotypical individuals stood for 90 seconds with eyes open and closed. All participants
received added haptic input under five different conditions: 1) Lightly holding two walking
poles, 2) lightly holding a cane, 3) standing with haptic anchors (strings with small weights at
the bottom), 4) lightly touching a railing, or 5) not touching any external modality (NT).
Cutaneous and proprioceptive impairments were evaluated in the upper and lower extremities
of pwiSCI. Lightly touching a railing, poles, and cane reduced sway velocity (SwVel) in the
mediolateral (ML; SwVelML) direction, while a light touch on a railing also reduced ML sway
variability (SwVarML) for both groups. All participants had greater path length, SwVelML, and
SwVarAP&ML during the eyes-closed conditions compared to eyes open. Group effects showed
that pwiSCI had larger path length, SwVelML, and SwVarML compared to neurotypical
individuals. Sensory impairments of pwiSCI did not correlate with outcome measures that
significantly changed with added haptic input.
Study two: Walking balance was evaluated using a three-dimensional motion capture system
as pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals walked with eyes open and eyes closed for 10 meters
under five different conditions: 1) Lightly holding two walking poles, 2) lightly holding a
cane, 3) dragging haptic anchors, 4) lightly touching a railing, and 5) NT. Cutaneous and
ii

proprioceptive impairments were evaluated in the upper and lower extremities of pwiSCI.
Participant perceptions of the ease and usefulness of each modality as well as the perceived
effect of each modality on their walking performance were evaluated using visual analog
scale (VAS) scores. Lightly touching a railing reduced stride velocity, the AP margin of
stability (MOSAP), and step length (SL) compared to the NT condition. PwiSCI had step
width (SW) values similar to the control NT values when using the poles. All participants
walked slower with increased MOSML and variability (SD) of SL (SLSD), SW (SWSD), and
MOSML, and decreased SL and MOSAP during the eyes-closed conditions. Group effects
showed that pwiSCI had reduced stride velocity and MOSAP, and increased MOSML
compared to neurotypical individuals across all conditions. Sensory impairments of pwiSCI
did not correlate with outcome measures that significantly changed with added haptic input.
PwiSCI perceive that the cane and poles improved their walking balance more than the haptic
anchors.
Study three: Walking balance was evaluated using inertial-based sensors as pwMS and
neurotypical individuals walked for 10 meters under four different conditions: 1) Dragging
haptic anchors, 2) lightly touching the handles of a 4WW (4WW-LT), 3) putting weight
through the handles of a 4WW (4WW-W), and 4) NT. Cutaneous and proprioceptive
impairments were evaluated in the upper and lower extremities of pwMS. For pwMS,
disease duration, fall history, and the Patient Determined Disease Step (PDDS) were
collected by patient self-report. In addition, baseline assessment for upper extremity function
was obtained using the Nine-Hole Peg Test (NHPT), and a baseline for cognitive processing
speed was measured with the Symbol Digit Modality Test (SDMT) for pwMS only.
Participant perceptions of the ease and usefulness of each modality as well as the perceived
effect of each modality on their walking performance were evaluated using visual analog
scale (VAS) scores. Using 4WW (LT&W) reduced gait velocity, stride length, cadence, and
lateral step variability (LSV) compared to the NT condition for all participants. All
participants had reduced mediolateral trunk range of motion (ML-tROM) for all modalities
compared to the NT. All participants spent less time in the double support phase (DS) in the
4WW-W condition compared to 4WW-LT and haptic anchors conditions. Group effects
showed pwMS spent significantly more time in DS compared to neurotypical individuals.
Cutaneous sensations, SDMT, and PDDS were not correlated to changes in any of the
outcome measures. PwMS perceived that walking balance was improved more using 4WWLT compared to 4WW-W.
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Conclusion
Overall standing and walking balance were significantly worse in pwiSCI and pwMS
compared to neurotypical individuals. This thesis provides further evidence that added haptic
input from modalities impacts both standing and walking balance. Lightly touching a railing,
cane, and poles improved standing balance, while anchors had no impact on standing balance
for pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals as seen in study one. For study two, lightly using
poles improved walking, lightly touching a cane and using the anchors did not impact
walking, while touching the railing impacted walking negatively for pwiSCI and neurotypical
individuals. For study three, the anchors, 4WW-LT and 4WW-W improved walking for
pwMS and neurotypical individuals. In most cases (12/20 outcome variables), added haptic
input from the modalities either improved or did not impact balance control suggesting that
modalities can be used differently and the multifunction (light touch & mechanical support)
use of walking aids such as 4WWs, poles, and canes may enhance balance control through
more than just mechanics. PwiSCI and pwMS perceive improvement in walking balance
when using a cane, poles, and 4WW respectively.
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Chapter One
1.0 Introduction
Balance control is a complex motor skill that is derived from the integration of
various sensorimotor processes [4] and is essential for independent daily activities such as
standing and walking. Poor or impaired balance control may lead to falls or fall-related
injuries [5], [6]. The bi-pedal nature of standing, walking, or running in humans creates a
major mechanical challenge to balance control. Balance in humans is inherently unstable as
the body’s centre of mass (COM) is located around the level of the waist [2]. The central
nervous system (CNS) is adept at maintaining the COM within the base of support (BOS)
based on sensory feedback about body orientation with respect to the surroundings and the
line of gravity during standing. Walking is a highly coordinated movement that requires
intentional movement of the COM from within to outside the BOS.
The integration of sensory information from multiple sources (vision, somatosensory,
and vestibular) helps to generate appropriate motor commands to keep the body stable [4].
Vision is used in an anticipatory manner, assisting in the control of coordinated movements
such as providing information about any obstacles which may lead to a change in stepping
strategy to avoid a collision [2], [7], [8]. The somatosensory system includes a multitude of
sensory receptors responsible for the perception of pressure, touch, temperature, pain,
movement, vibration, and position which arises from muscles, joints, and the skin [2], [7].
Similarly, proprioceptive receptors located in muscle, tendons, ligaments, and joints provide
information about the body position, limb position, and changes in muscle length and muscle
tension [2], [7]. The vestibular system acts as an accelerometer to detect head acceleration
[2]. Individuals can re-weight sensory information to maintain balance in case of changes in
environmental conditions such as standing or walking at night (lack/absence of vision) or on
a compliant surface [9]. Sensory re-weighing is a process of adjusting the sensory
contributions from visual, somatosensory, or proprioceptive systems to balance control based
on a sudden change in environmental or stimulus conditions [10]
1.1 Balance control during standing
Standing balance is a prerequisite to walking balance and is essential for many daily
activities. Research on standing balance has provided insight into the role of each type of
sensory feedback and how individuals can reweight sensory input based on task, system, or
environmental changes [2], [11]. For example, if an individual is standing on a compliant
surface with eyes closed, the reliance on the vestibular system may increase to reduce
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postural sway (in the absence of visual cues) as the compliant surface provides less reliable
proprioceptive information [12]. Similarly, people with somatosensory impairments may rely
more on vision for standing balance compared to neurotypical individuals suggesting the
importance of reweighting sensory input based on the task or/and situations [13]–[15].
In biomechanics, standing balance is defined as the ability to maintain one’s COM
within the boundaries of the BOS [3]. The BOS is the area bounded by the perimeter formed
by all the points of contact between the person and the surface on which the individual is
standing [3]. The points of contact change when the person switches to standing on one foot
or if they holding an external object mechanically such as a cane or pole [2], [3]. Three
movement strategies can be used to bring the body back to the state of equilibrium following
a perturbation to standing balance: the ankle, hip, and stepping strategy. The ankle strategy is
used to control the COM movement using muscles that cross the ankle joint (tibialis anterior,
gastrocnemius, soleus) and is sufficient to overcome minor perturbations when an individual
is standing on a firm surface [4]. If the perturbation cannot be overcome by using the ankle
strategy, individuals can use a hip strategy that extends (gluteus maximus) or flexes (hip
flexor: Iliopsoas) the hip depending upon the direction of the perturbation to bring the body’s
COM within the boundaries of the BOS [4]. The hip strategy is often used to maintain
standing balance when standing on a narrower or a compliant surface [4]. When a
perturbation is large enough, individuals can/may use a stepping strategy which involves
taking a step in any direction, or a gripping strategy by reaching out and holding on to an
external object in the environment--both of which create a larger BOS to regain standing
balance [4].
1.1.1 Assessment of Standing balance
During quiet standing, the amount of movement of the COM (postural sway) is
considered an indicator of standing balance control [16]. Less postural sway generally
indicates greater stability therefore better balance control [11]. During quiet standing, the
location of the COM can be controlled by changing the COP beneath the feet [17]. The
movement of the COM due to internal or external perturbation causes the COP to react. The
COP is constantly moving beyond the vertical projection of the COM to keep the COM
within the BOS. For example, if an individual gets perturbed/pushed forward, their COM
moves in the forward direction (direction in which the individual gets a push). To stop the
COM from going outside the BOS, the COP moves faster and farther than the COM and
keeps it within the boundaries of the BOS. Ankle or hip strategies are used to control the
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COM-COP relationship by generating adequate torque at the ankle and hip joints,
respectively, moving the COP and maintaining balance. COP movement reflects the amount
of control needed to control COM movement to maintain balance. Force platforms can
indirectly estimate the changes in postural sway by assessing the ground reaction forces
(GRF). [2], [18]. Force plates have linear force sensors which can record the forces applied to
the force plate. The COP data values are calculated using the fixed sensors on the force
plates. Examining COP movement is a valid and reliable way to assess balance during quiet
standing [19], [20].
Path length is the total distance traveled by the COP throughout a trial (i.e., 90
seconds for this thesis) [17]. Research suggests that an increase in path length indicates
decreased ability of the postural control system to maintain balance [21]–[23] although it has
also been argued that a longer path length is not always associated with impaired standing
balance [17]. Variability of COP position can be calculated using root mean square (RMS) as
a valid and reliable measure to evaluate standing balance [24], [25]. RMS values are shown
to be sensitive to impaired proprioception and visual deprivation [17], [24]. An increase in
RMS values (variability) suggests a decreased ability to maintain postural control [17]. COP
velocity represents the total distance traveled by the COP over time [17] and is a valid and
reliable outcome measure to assess standing balance [25]. An increase in COP velocity is
thought to represent a decreased ability to control standing balance. [29], [34]– [36].
1.2 Balance control during walking
Unlike standing, where balance is achieved by maintaining the COM within the
boundaries of the BOS, walking requires intentional displacement of the COM from within to
outside the BOS. To maintain upright walking, dynamic balance is controlled by changing
the size of the BOS by altering step length (SL) and step width (SW) to maintain balance in
the presence of internal and external perturbations [29]. Walking is a highly coordinated
movement that can be divided into two phases—stance (~60% of the gait cycle and swing (~
40% of the gait cycle) [30].
Walking balance strategies can be classified as reactive, anticipatory, and predictive
[31]. Reactive strategies are applied after a perturbation, in contrast to anticipatory or
predictive strategies which are used before or during the perturbation. Reactive strategies
require feedback from the vestibular, somatosensory systems, and/or visual systems during a
perturbation. An anticipatory strategy is employed before a perturbation is encountered and
depends upon visual feedback from the environment sampled in a feedforward manner. For
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example, individuals can change their foot placements using information received from
vision to navigate obstacles in their path [31], [32]. [31]. Predictive balance control is a
combination of both prior experience and sensory information received during the task and is
the main balance control strategy used by the participants in this thesis. Similar to
anticipatory, a predive balance control strategy is also a proactive strategy used by
individuals to maintain balance during walking [31]. Predictive balance control is based on
the estimation of perturbation which itself is based on experience [31]. A predictive strategy
is usually applied in expectation of/or during a perturbation.
1.2.1 Assessment of walking balance
Walking was quantified using a three-dimensional motion capture system (Vicon,
Nexus, Vicon motion systems, Centennial, CO, USA) and a portable inertial-based sensor
system (Mobility Lab version 02, APDM., Inc Portland, Oregon, USA). Both Vicon and
Mobility lab are valid and reliable for collecting gait data and has been used extensively for
data collection [15], [33]–[36]. Walking performance for this thesis was assessed using gait
velocity, and step parameters including the percentage of the time spent in the double support
phase (%DS), cadence, SL, and SW. Gait velocity is calculated as the time one takes to walk
a specified distance on a level surface and is a major predictor of community ambulation.
Gait velocity can affect other spatiotemporal parameters such as SL and %DS, as an increase
in gait velocity mostly correlated to increases in SL and reduced %DS [37], [38]. Gait
velocity is also a reliable predictor of falls, hospitalization in older adults, and decline in
function [37], [38]. Gait velocity below 0.7 m/s in neurotypical older adults suggests that they
are at a higher fall risk [39]. A threshold of 0.8 m/s is needed for functional community
ambulation to manage life situations such as crossing a street, whereas the threshold is 0.4
m/s to be functionally independent in a home setting [40]. We anticipate that with added
haptic input participants may walk faster compared to no added haptic input. The increased
gait velocity with added haptic input suggests the ability of participants to utilize added
sensory information to improve walking performance through enhanced awareness of body
position and movement in space.
During both the start and the end of the stance phase of gait, both feet are in contact
with the ground. This is known as the double support (DS) phase and constitutes 20-24% of
the gait cycle [30]. DS phase is considered to be more stable during normal walking as it has
a larger BOS, where one limb is providing the push-off and the other limb is accepting the
whole body weight [41]. Previous research has shown that older adults with a history of falls
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spent more time in DS compared to non-fallers [42]. Adults with a fall history increase time
in the DS phase to stabilize their gait control [42]. There is a duality to this measure as people
with balance challenges can enhance stability by increasing the time spent in the DS phase.
With the addition of haptic input, we anticipate people to have better balance control and
therefore require less time spent in DS phase when using haptic input compared to not using
haptic input.
People with incomplete spinal cord injury (pwiSCI) and multiple sclerosis (pwMS)
have reduced and more asymmetrical SL and SW compared to neurotypical individuals [43].
Walking balance is regulated /controlled using the foot placements and SL and SW play an
important role in maintaining those foot placements [43]. PwiSCI and pwMS walk with a
shorter SL and wider SW to compensate for balance impairments [6], [23], [44]. Reduced SL
and increased SW provides enhanced stability with larger ML BOS but might not be an
efficient gait. With added haptic input we anticipate pwiSCI and pwMS to walker with a
longer step and shorter SW compared to walking without any added haptic input suggesting
an improvement in walking balance. Reduced SL and increased SW is a common feature of
gait in both pwiSCI and pwMS and may be because of muscle weakness, spasticity, changes
in sensory-motor integration abilities, and lack of proprioception [43]. Spasticity is a
condition that occurs due to the impairments in the sensorimotor control resulting from the
upper motor neuron syndrome causes sustained involuntary activation of muscles [45].
Spasticity is one of the most common symptoms of MS that causes the feeling of pain and
stiffness in and around joints and may balance control [46], [47]. Proprioception refers to our
sense of joint/limb position. Proprioceptive information is detected by proprioceptors located
in the tendons, ligaments, joint capsules, and muscles [7]. Impaired proception either due to
aging or injuries results in neuromuscular control of limb change which may result in balance
impairments and falls [7].
Gait variability is defined as step-to-step or stride-to-stride fluctuations during
walking and offers another way of understanding walking balance control [48]. Gait
variability is a sensitive measure of motor function and deficits [37], [49]. Variability can be
quantified using standard deviation (SD) or the coefficient of variation (COV) of both spatial
(SL and SW) and temporal (%DS, stride time, stance time) step parameters. There is a nonlinear association of falls with step variability, as variability follows a U-shaped curve with
either too little or too much variability during walking considered to be detrimental and
associated with falls [49]. Some variability is always present in neurotypical individuals
indicating the ability of a healthy motor control system to generate a reliable walking pattern
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and to recover from any perturbation or to adapt to changing task demands such as walking
on a slippery surface [49]. Low step variability suggests the inability of the motor control
system to adjust the SL or SW accordingly to maintain an individual’s balance [50].
Excessive step variability during non-challenging conditions where adaptations are not
required (walking in a well-lit space, walking normally straight in a laboratory) could also be
a predictor of falls and might indicate gait impairment [49]. Lateral step variability (LSV) is
the perpendicular deviation of the middle (of three) foot placements from the line connecting
the first and the third foot placement [51], [52]. An increase in LSV during walking is
associated with the inability of the motor system to generate consistent walking patterns and
is also an indicator of impaired gait [51], [52].
Keeping the COM within the boundaries of BOS is not sufficient to maintain balance
control during standing or walking as it doesn’t take into account the horizontal velocity of
COM [53], [54]. To address this limitation, the concept of margin of stability was introduced,
which is the distance between the extrapolated (xCOM) and the edge of the BOS (equation
1.1 and 1.2) [55]. The xCOM takes into account both the position and the velocity of the
COM (equation 1.3) [55]. As changing SL and SW affects MOS, therefore MOS can be
calculated in both AP and ML directions.
𝑀𝑂𝑆 (𝐴𝑃) = 𝐵𝑂𝑆(𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑏 ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟) − 𝑥𝐶𝑂𝑀 ……………..equation 1.1
𝑀𝑂𝑆 (𝑀𝐿) = 𝐵𝑂𝑆(𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒) − 𝑥𝐶𝑂𝑀…………………….equation 1.2
Where AP = Anteroposterior, ML = Mediolateral, BOS = base of support, xCOM = extrapolated center
of mass, and the closet lateral edge of BOS was formed by the two markers placed on the lateral most
side of the right and left foot

𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑥𝐶𝑂𝑀 = 𝑥 +

𝑉𝑥



…………………………………………….equation 1.3

where x = projection of COM position onto the ground, V x = COM velocity,  = sqrt(g/l) is the eigen
frequency of the inverted pendulum, where g = acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/s), and l = leg length.

Based on equation 1.1 a larger value indicates a greater distance between the xCOM
and BOS and a smaller value indicates that xCOM is beyond the boundaries of BOS.
Research has shown that individuals are considered more stable if there is a larger value of
MOS, while smaller MOS indicates less stability and a higher likelihood of a fall [1]. The
MOS is regulated by changing the SL, SW, and the position and velocity of the COM [56]
and has been used to evaluate walking balance in pwiSCI, pwMS, and neurotypical
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individuals [44], [57], [58]. Research has shown mixed results where people with balance
impairments had larger and smaller MOS values compared to neurotypical individuals [58],
[59]. A larger MOSML and smaller MOSAP in people with balance impairments could be
attributed to wider and shorter steps, respectively, which is seen as a compensatory strategy
used to enhance stability. Variability of the MOS is also important to examine as it gives an
insight into the functions of MOS during walking.
Trunk control is essential for walking balance as the trunk constitutes about 60% of
total body mass [60], [61]. Trunk control is the ability of the trunk muscles to maintain an
upright or natural position with very little/small excursions in sagittal or frontal planes [62].
Increased trunk sway is associated with an increased risk of falls in people with balance
impairments and older adults [60], [61], [63]. An increase in trunk sway leads to an increase
in COM movement and places the vertical projection of the COM closer to the edge of the
BOS; a potentially destabilizing and unstable position that may lead to a fall [64], [65]. A
reduction in trunk sway suggests better control of the COM which may lead to decreased fall
risk. Research has shown individuals walking at a slower speed combined with higher trunk
sway are more likely to experience a fall [66]. PwMS with higher scores on the Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDDS) have larger trunk sway and more impaired gait compared to
people who have lower EDDS scores [64].
Changes in the above-mentioned outcome variables were considered an improvement
depending on the increase or decrease of the values under different visual (EO/EC) and added
haptic (haptic anchors/poles/cane/railing) conditions. For pwiSCI and pwMS we anticipate
them to walk faster, with larger SL, MOSAP, cadence, and with smaller SW, reduced
variability (SL, SW, MOS, LSV), and ML-tROM , with the addition of haptic input
compared to no added haptic input. Within group comparisons for gait parameters would
show an improvement in balance control with added haptic input as shown in table 1.1. In
this thesis, the changes in each outcome variable were interpreted as an improvement in
balance control as described in the table below.
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Table 1.1: Interpretations of changes in outcome variables used in this thesis.
Outcome variables

Anticipated change

Path length

Decrease

Sway velocity (AP&ML)

Decrease

Sway variability (AP&ML)

Decrease

Gait velocity

Increase

Step length (SL)

Increase

Step width (SW)

Decrease

SL and SW variability

Decrease

MOS (AP)

Increase

MOS (ML)

Decrease

MOS variability

Decrease

Cadance

Increase

Time spent in the DS phase

Decrease

ML-tROM

Decrease

Lateral step variability

Decrease

*AP: Anteroposterior, ML: Mediolateral, SL: Step length, ML: Mediolateral, MOS: Margin of stability, MLtROM: Mediolateral trunk range of motion.

1.3 Sensory contributions to balance
1.3.1 Haptic input
Haptic input is the added sensory input obtained through the cutaneous and
proprioceptive systems while touching an object which is in contact with the environment
[67]. Added haptic input provides spatial information about the body’s orientation relative to
the stable object that the individual is touching during standing or walking [68]. Spatial
information about the body’s orientation is achieved via a combination of information from
cutaneous receptors in the body (e.g., finger or palm) which are in contact with the stable
object, as well as the proprioceptors that detect the direction and magnitude of the relative
motion of the upper limb relative to the torso [67], [69]. This additional cutaneous and
proprioceptive information is integrated into the CNS to refine balance control and improve
the control of the COM movement by either increasing or decreasing the muscle activity [68],
[69].
Haptic input can be provided via lightly touching haptic modalities such as a cane,
walkers, poles, or a railing, through haptic anchors, and through other stationary objects such
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as furniture or wall [15], [68], [70]–[72]. Haptic anchors consist of a pair of lightweights
(approximately 125 g each) attached to a 1.5 meter long, 3 mm thick nylon strings [6]. Haptic
anchors can be dragged on the ground while walking or held with the strings taught while
standing [73]. The tension in the string from the pulling force is sensed by the cutaneous
receptors and, combined with the information about the spatial configuration of the upper arm
from proprioceptors, provides information about where the individual is in space [71].
Various research has looked at the effect of added haptic input on standing balance in healthy
young adults, older adults, and people with balance impairments [15], [68], [69], [71], [74].
Research has shown that added haptic input helps reduce postural sway [75], [74], [15], [76]
and that the impact of haptic input increases with the difficulty of the task [77]. For example,
during challenging tasks such as tandem standing (heel to toe; narrow BOS), added haptic
input had a greater positive impact on standing balance compared to normal walking [77].
Research has shown varied effects of added haptic input on walking balance in people
with balance impairments and neurotypical individuals [73], [78]–[80]. Added haptic input
has shown to have no change or decrease in gait velocity when using the fixed railing or cane
in neurotypical individuals, pwiSCI, and people with Parkinson’s disease [57], [78], [81].
Gait velocity has been shown to increase in people with stroke when lightly touching moving
handrails [82]. Similar to gait speed, %DS has also shown mixed results with an increase or
decrease in DS values with added haptic input [83], [84]. Spatial step parameters such as SL,
SW, and their variability have also shown mixed results with an increase, decrease, or no
change in values with added haptic input [85]–[88]. Research has shown a reduction in trunk
range of motion and MOSAP&ML with added haptic input [57], [89]. Overall, gait assessment
parameters such as gait velocity, SL, SW, and amount of time spent in the DS phase have
been shown to increase, decreased, or not show any significant changes with added haptic
input during walking [78].
1.3.2 Factors impacting the role of the added haptic input
Haptic input impacts both standing and walking balance in individuals with balance
impairments and neurotypical individuals [14], [15], [70], [71]. Various factors influencing
the effects of added haptic input on standing and walking balance may include the type of
haptic modality being used, level of attention required, the arm position while using the
modalities, and the sensory ability of the person using the modalities [15], [71], [73], [90].
Different kinds of haptic modalities have a distinct number of contact/touchpoints
with the body (one touchpoint vs two touchpoints) having varying effects on the postural
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sway and spatiotemporal measures [76], [80]. Touching a railing and using a cane requires
one upper extremity while using walking poles, haptic anchors, and walkers require bilateral
use of the upper extremities which changes the amount of added sensory input i.e. unilateral
modalities will have less added sensory input compared to bilateral modalities [71], [80],[71],
[91]. Research has shown that added haptic input from bilateral modalities is more effective
in improving balance compared to added haptic input unilaterally [71], [80]. In addition to the
number of touchpoints, the location of the touchpoint (between the body and the haptic
modality) may also impact the influence of added haptic input. Added haptic input from
fingertips which are densely populated with tactile receptors might be more effective in
improving balance compared to haptic input from the palm [71], [92]. In addition to the touch
points, attentional demands of using modalities may impact the outcome variables.
Maintaining a certain amount of force (e.g., “light touch”) on a stationary surface
during standing and walking may require increased attentional demands [70], [78], [90].
Increased attentional demands while using the modalities may result in slower walking
speeds [80]. Lightly touching a railing, cane, poles, and 4WW while walking may increase
the attentional demands and may impact walking when using the modalities.
Research has shown that the arm position by itself may have a stabilizing effect by
increasing the moment of inertia[71], [80]. Research has shown that an outreached arm alone
without any added sensory input helps improve balance in neurotypical individuals [72], [93].
Though the exact impact of arm configuration on balance control when using certain
modalities such as cane, poles, and 4WW is not known, the postural alignment when using
different modalities such as railing and haptic anchor impact walking by altering walking
velocity and trunk sway velocity [72].
Sensory information from the plantar aspect of the feet helps in maintaining both
standing and walking balance. Sensory information from the feet provides information
regarding the amount of ankle torque needed for balance control, weight transfer between the
feet, and rate of loading/unloading of the lower limbs depending upon the surface
characteristics (e.g., compliant or firm surface) [94], [95]. Impaired cutaneous and
proprioceptive sensory input results in reduced production of ankle torque to control the
COM-COP relationship [94], [95]. The inability to control COM movements due to
impairments in sensory feedback can result in falls and fall-related injuries [94], [95]. In
combination, cutaneous input from the feet and proprioceptive information from the lower
extremities provides information about body position and movements in space and plays an
important role in balance control [96]. Haptic input can enhance orientation in space;
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therefore, impaired afferent information from the lower extremities might be compensated for
by added haptic input at the upper extremities. People with reduced lower limb sensation and
intact upper extremities sensation may be able to use added haptic input to enhance balance
control [15] and differences in individuals' sensory impairments may also impact the benefits
of the added haptic input.
1.3.3 Walking aids for standing and walking
Walking aids such as a cane, 4WW, or poles can provide mechanical stability to
improve balance by increasing the size of the BOS and allowing individuals to reduce weight
bearing on the lower limbs. Along with mechanical input, walking aids also provide added
haptic input that can be used to enhance balance control as previously described. Commonly
used aids such as a standard cane or walking poles are often used to improve standing and
walking balance [97]. A cane and poles are the most commonly used walking aids among
community-dwelling users [98]. Walking poles have been shown to improve standing balance
control in elderly people [99] but little research has been done on walking poles as a source
of haptic input during standing and walking. Walking aids improve balance control in older
adults [100], in people with stroke [101], and in other people with balance impairments [97].
People with lower extremities weakness are often prescribed walking aids to distribute the
weight from the legs to the arms [97]. Unfortunately, walking aids are sometimes associated
with an increased rate of falls and injuries due to the use of incorrect walking aids, not using
walking aids properly, or not having adequate strength to manure the walking aids [102],
[103], as well as pain and discomfort during standing and walking [97]. Long-duration (up to
six months) use of walking aids can further cause repetitive stress on upper extremities with
resulting joint pain [97], [104]–[106]. This type of stress can lead to carpal tunnel syndrome
and, in some cases, even cause fractures [97], [104], [105]. Furthermore, the use of walking
aids contributes to greater energy expenditure that results in slower walking speeds in pwiSCI
[107], [108]. Due to pain, stress, falls, and difficulty using these walking aids, almost 50% of
individuals who use walking aids discard them soon after they receive them [97]. In
individuals with lower extremity weakness, it might not be possible to decrease stress on the
upper extremities and still permit walking by using added haptic input. People with balance
impairments and who can move their legs and have sufficient leg strength to resist gravity
may use a gait aid with a light touch which could reduce stress on the upper extremities and
improve their balance control.
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It is important to examine user perceptions of walking aids to understand how and
why individuals with balance impairments do and do not use an aid. Long-term use of some
walking aids may lead to upper arm overuse injuries [97], [104]–[106] which may lead to
poor compliance with the aid. Other reasons for not using a gait aid may include the
perceived stigma, negative attitude, and/or the safety of walking aids [109], [110]. Perceived
stigma is one of the main reasons why older people don’t use walking aids, as it is associated
with disability, loss of independence, and also loss of dignity [109], [110]. Incorrect use or
using the wrong walking aids also leads to falls and falls-related injuries [93]–[95]. Our study
will examine the effects of lightly contact with commonly used walking aids such as a cane,
4WW, and poles, along with haptic anchors and railings on standing and walking balance.
1.3.4 Vision
Vision is a dominant source of sensory input for maintaining upright stability during
standing and walking and is used to gain feedforward information about our external
environment [31], [8], [111]. When vision is removed or manipulated it often leads to
impaired standing or walking balance [112], [113] which is identified by an increase in the
COP path length, sway velocity, and variability [15], [114]. Gait speed, cadence, SL, and
MOSAP reduce, double support (%DS), SW, and MOSML increase when vision is impaired or
removed during walking [57], [115], [116].
Vision provides information about where the individual is in space that is similar to
what is gained through added haptic input. Similarities between balance control with eyes
open without haptic input and balance control with eyes closed with haptic input would
suggest that haptic input may be compensating for vision by providing an alternate means of
spatial orientation.
1.4 Spinal cord Injury
The nervous system coordinates the body’s actions by transmitting signals between
different parts of the body and consists of the brain, spinal cord, sensory organs, and a
network of connections between these organs and the rest of the body [117], [118].
Structurally, the nervous system is divided into two parts: the CNS and the peripheral
nervous system (PNS) [117]. The CNS consists of the brain and spinal cord forming a control
center to receive and process sensory input, and provide motor signals to coordinate the
activities of the body [117]. The PNS consists of all the parts of the nervous system outside
the CNS including cranial and spinal nerves, and sensory receptors [118], [119]. Overall, the
spinal cord acts as a relay center for afferent information and efferent output via spinal
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nerves. Injury to the spinal cord can disrupt the flow of sensory and motor information
between the CNS and different parts of the body. The extent of sensorimotor impairments
after a spinal cord injury depends on the neurological level and completeness of the injury.
1.4.1 Classification of spinal cord injury based on sensory and motor impairments
Spinal cord injuries (SCIs) can be broadly classified as tetraplegia or paraplegia and
both may lead to muscle paralysis (complete or incomplete loss of the ability to move) based
on the neurological level of the injury [5]. Tetraplegia occurs with injury to the cervical
region and affects sensory and/or motor functions in either upper or lower limbs or both [5],
[120]. Paraplegia occurs when there are injuries to the thoracic, lumbar, or sacral areas and
affects sensory and motor functions in the trunk and/or lower limbs [5], [120]. The American
Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) impairment scale classifies SCI based on the completeness
of the injury. An SCI can be categorized into five grades (A, B, C, D, E); AIS A refers to a
complete injury and indicates no sensory or motor function is preserved in the sacral
segments. In an incomplete injury, sensory or motor functions are retained below the level of
injury including the sacral segments (Table 1.2).
Table 1.2: Classification of spinal cord injury based on the American Spinal Injury
Association Impairment Scale [121], [122].
Grade
Injury
Functions
Type
Type
ASIA A

Complete

ASIA B

Incomplete

No motor or sensory function below the lesion level, including
the sacral segment S4-S5
Sensory or motor function below the lesion level, including the
sacral segment S4-S5
Motor function is preserved below the lesion level, but more than

ASIA C

Incomplete

half the muscles have a grade of less than three (i.e., unable to
move against gravity)
Motor function is preserved below the lesion level, but at least

ASIA D

Incomplete

half the muscles have a grade of three o above (i.e., able to move
against gravity)

ASIA E

Normal

Motor and sensory functions are moral
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1.4.2 Epidemiology of SCI and its economic impact
SCI is a devastating condition affecting 250,000-500,000 people worldwide annually
[123], [124]. In 2010, over 86,000 Canadians were living with SCI, and incidence trends
project 4,300 new SCI cases annually [124]. SCI can be traumatic or non-traumatic; a
traumatic injury can be caused by motor vehicle accidents, falls, sports injuries, or violence
(e.g., gunshots), whereas causes of non-traumatic injuries include infection or metastatic
disease and neuro-degenerative disorders such as MS. The most common cause of SCI is
motor vehicle accidents which account for approximately 31.5% of total SCIs, followed by
falls, gunshots, and medical complications that account for a total of about 60% of SCIs
[125]. In adults under the age of 45 years, motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of
SCI, while in adults over 45 years, falls are the most common cause of SCI [125]. Nontraumatic SCIs are more common in people over the age of 70 years [126]. Males are at
higher risk of sustaining an SCI compared to females [125], [126].
SCI not only profoundly impacts an individual but also affects the healthcare system
economically. The lifetime cost of a 35-year-old Canadian who suffers an incomplete SCI is
about 1.5 million or around three million for a complete SCI [127]. This lifetime cost to the
healthcare system includes hospitalization, rehabilitation costs, and assistance with living
[127], [128]. The estimated annual cost associated with new cases of SCI every year in
Canada is around $2.67 billion [128].
1.4.3 Falls in people with spinal cord injury
People with spinal cord injury (pwSCI) experience varying levels of sensory and
motor impairments depending on the level of the lesion and completeness of the injury. These
impairments can lead to difficulty maintaining balance control and result in more falls
compared to neurotypical individuals and people with other balance impairments (e.g., people
with MS or people who have had a stroke) [9], [129], [130]. Almost 75% of pwiSCI
experience at least one fall annually with half experiencing recurrent falls [131], [132].
Among ambulatory pwiSCI (who can walk with or without a gait aid), almost 80% of falls
occur during walking and the majority of falls occur within or around the house [131], [132].
Among pwiSCI who can’t walk and/or use a wheelchair, the majority of falls occur during
transfers [133].
Various factors that contribute to impaired balance and falls in pwiSCI are
sensorimotor deficits, reduced trunk control, reduced muscle strength in lower limbs, and
decreased cutaneous and proprioception sensation [129]. Various intrinsic and extrinsic
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factors are responsible for falls in pwiSCI. Intrinsic factors include an impaired
somatosensory system, fatigue, reduced cognitive ability, advanced age, impaired motor
control, muscle weakness, poor vision, and fear of falling [133], [134]. Extrinsic factors such
as slippery surfaces, in/declines, lack of handrails on stairs, uneven surfaces, improper use of
walking aids, and medications contribute to falls in ambulatory pwiSCI [129], [133], [134].
Up to 62% of the pwiSCI who fall sustain an injury [129], [133] with bruises and skin
abrasions contributing to 25-35% of fall-related injuries among pwiSCI [133]. About seven
percent of pwiSCI have negative functional consequences of falls causing reduced mobility
and up to 36% of people require extra medical attention post-falls due to the severity of their
injuries [129], [133]. Interventions for fall prevention are important to reduce fall risk and
fall-related injury. Research has shown that balance training/interventions can effectively
reduce falls [135]–[137]. This thesis examines balance control in pwiSCI and the impact of
added haptic input to improve standing and walking balance and may assist with reducing
falls.
1.5 Multiple Sclerosis
MS is an autoimmune inflammatory disorder affecting the CNS. In MS, the body’s
immune system attacks the myelin sheath of neurons creating inflammatory demyelination
and axonal degeneration which disrupts the flow of sensory and motor information between
the CNS and PNS [6]. Demyelination due to inflammation may occur anywhere in the CNS
but most commonly affects the optic nerve, brainstem, and subcortical white matter [138].
MS is a long-term life disease and typically the disability associated with MS worsens with
the age.
1.5.1 Classification of MS
MS is classified into four main disease courses based on severity and progression of
the symptoms: clinically isolated syndrome (CIS), relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS),
secondary progressive MS (SPMS), and primary progressive MS (PPMS) [139] (Table 1.2).
The MS course is described based on the presence of active disease with new MRI lesions or
relapses, and the progression of irreversible disability over time [140]. The course of
treatment varies based on the type of MS [139], [141].
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Table 1.3: Classification of multiple sclerosis types based on relapses and remissions [139]
MS Type
CIS

Description
One relapse or episode of MS; lasting for at least 24 hours

RRMS

Relapses of disease actively followed by remissions

PPMS

Progressive worsening of disability from the onset of symptoms

SPMS

The transition of RRMS into the progressive form of worsening the
disability

*MS: Multiple sclerosis; CIS: Clinical Isolated Syndrome; RRMS: Relapsing-Remitting MS; PPMS: Primary
Progressive MS; SPMS: Secondary Progressive MS

CIS refers to a single episode of neurological symptoms suggestive of MS with
inconclusive MRI findings [139]. Research has suggested that individuals with CIS
accompanied by brain lesions have a higher probability of developing RRMS in the future
[139], [142]. A majority (85%) of pwMS initially present with symptoms of RRMS
characterized by unpredictable but clearly defined relapses, also known as exacerbations or
flare-ups [139]. Between relapses, recovery is either complete or incomplete depending upon
the level of functionality being restored. Most individuals diagnosed with RRMS experience
visual or sensory impairments at the time of onset and the level of impairments depends upon
where the demyelination occurs [139], [143]. From the time of onset of the disease,
individuals with PPMS experience progressive decline in their neurological functions without
early relapses or remissions [139]. People diagnosed with PPMS often have more lesions in
their spinal cord compared to the brain and have more difficulty walking compared to people
with RRMS [139]. People with RRMS gradually develop SPMS in which there is a
progressive worsening of their neurological functions over time. People with SPMS may or
may not experience relapses.
1.5.2 Epidemiology of MS
MS affects approximately 2.5 million people worldwide and is the leading cause of
non-traumatic disability in young adults [141]. The highest prevalence of MS is found in the
northern parts of Europe and North America, with southern Europe and southern America
having medium prevalence, and low prevalence is seen in Asia [141], [144]. Canada has
about 90,000 people living with MS and about 4,000 people diagnosed with MS annually
[145]. Further, Saskatchewan has one of the highest rates of MS in the world with a
prevalence of about 313.6/100,000 [146]. Currently, the prevalence of MS has increased over
the last few decades may be due to greater awareness about MS, improved diagnostic
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capabilities, better medical care, and longevity of pwMS [141], [144]. The initial symptoms
of MS can present at any time ranging from an early onset at the age of ten years or late-onset
after 60 years. [141]. Females are three times more likely to have MS compared to males,
except for PPMS where there is no disparity between sex [141].
The exact cause of MS is still unknown but several factors seem to contribute to the
risk of developing MS [141]. The prevalence of MS varies based on continents and
geographical latitudes [144]. MS is also more common in Caucasian people compared to nonCaucasians [141]. Other than geographical and ethnic factors, MS may also be related to the
amount of sunlight and ultraviolet radiation exposure, lack of vitamin D, and viral infections
at an early age such as the Epstein-Barr virus [141]. A lower incidence of MS is correlated to
higher exposure to sunlight and ultraviolet radiation and a high amount of vitamin D [141].
The healthcare annual budget for MS expenditure is estimated to be around $2.0 billion by
2031 [147] highlighting the need for effective healthcare strategies.
1.5.3 Falls in people with MS
Loss of balance is a common and early symptom of MS [148]. Falls are common in
pwMS with around 60% of the people may experience falls occurring in the first three
months after disease onset [6], [149]. Eighty percent of falls occur during transfers and 60%
of falls occur during walking [148], [149]. Individuals with PPMS are almost twice as likely
to fall compared to those with RRMS [150]. Research has reported several intrinsic
(progression in MS, impaired cognition, muscle fatigue, impaired somatosensory system) and
extrinsic (slippery surfaces, inclines, stairs, and tripping over something) factors related to
fall risk in pwMS [149]. Impaired somatosensation and vestibular sensation along with
sensorimotor integration challenges are important contributors to falls in pwMS [151][149].
PwMS with cognitive impairment is 1.28 times more likely to fall compared to pwMS
without cognitive impairments [150]. Poor balance control, spasticity, fear of falling, and gait
disorders also contribute to falls in pwMS [149], [150]. Other factors such as deconditioning
(functional loss in certain areas due to inactivity, bedrest, or sedentary lifestyle [152] ) the
nerves, limited walking ability, fatigue, and heat sensitivity can also lead to falls in pwMS
[149], [150]. Like pwiSCI, pwMS have impairments in their standing and walking balance
control due to an impaired somatosensory system. It is imperative to improve balance control
in pwMS, to reduce falls and fall-related injuries. To improve balance and prevent falls
different rehabilitation strategies need to be considered. One way of improving balance
control may be to add haptic input [67].
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1.6 Research Gap
Gait problems experienced by pwMS and pwiSCI, due to lesions in the CNS, often
lead to the use of walking aids for improved balance [34]. Adding sensory information via
haptic input is a potential way to improve balance during standing and walking following for
both pwiSCI and pwMS [14], [15]. Most studies have used several different kinds of walking
aids to examine the effects of added haptic input on standing and walking balance [14], [15],
[67], [68], [70]; however, it is not clear if these modalities impact balance equally or if one
has an advantage over the other. This thesis will further examine the effects of added haptic
input from different walking aids to balance in pwiSCI and pwMS.
1.7 Objectives and hypothesis of this thesis
The primary objective of this thesis was to examine the effect of added sensory input
when using different modalities compared to not touching (NT) any modalities on
standing/walking balance control in pwiSCI, pwMS, and neurotypical individuals. The
secondary objective of this study was to examine correlations between the sensory
impairments of pwiSCI/pwMS and the changes in standing/walking balance measures when
haptic input is added compared to the NT.
1.7.1 Study One
o Aim: To examine the effects of added haptic input from a fixed railing, poles,
cane, haptic anchors, and vision on standing balance control in pwiSCI and
neurotypical individuals.
o Hypotheses
▪

Both groups will have reduced path length, sway velocity (AP & ML),
and variability of postural sway (AP & ML) with added haptic input.

▪

All participants will show less postural sway during the eyes open
condition compared to the eyes-closed condition.

▪

PwiSCI will have more postural sway compared to neurotypical
individuals during both vision and haptic conditions.

▪

Upper extremities sensory scores (proprioception and cutaneous) will
be positively correlated, and lower extremities sensory scores will be
negatively correlated to changes in balance control with added haptic
input.

o Anticipated outcomes
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▪

The outcomes from this study will provide information about whether
added haptic input from different modalities will improve walking
balance in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals.

▪

The results from this study will help inform whether the impairments
in cutaneous and proprioceptive functioning affect the ability to use
added haptic input from the different modalities during standing.

1.7.2 Study Two
o Aim: To examine the effects of added haptic input from a railing, poles, cane,
and haptic anchors and vision on walking balance control in pwiSCI and
neurotypical individuals. Also, participant perceptions of the ease and
usefulness of each modality as well as the perceived effects of each modality
on walking performance were evaluated using visual analog scales.
o Hypotheses
▪

For both groups, variability for SL, SW, MOS (AP & ML) will
decrease, while SL will increase, SW will decrease, and stride velocity
will remain unchanged with added haptic input.

▪

All participants will walk slower, with shorter and wider steps, and
with increased variability with eyes closed compared to eyes open.

▪

PwiSCI will walk with shorter and wider steps, and with greater
variability in spatiotemporal parameters compared to neurotypical
individuals during both vision and haptic conditions.

▪

Upper extremities sensory scores (proprioception and cutaneous) will
be positively correlated, and lower extremities sensory scores will be
negatively correlated to changes in balance control with added haptic
input.

▪

All participants will perceive the cane and poles to be most beneficial
in improving their walking balance.

o Anticipated outcomes
▪

The outcomes from this study will provide information about whether
added haptic input from different modalities will improve standing
balance in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals.

▪

The results from this study will help inform whether the impairments
in cutaneous and proprioceptive functioning affect the ability to use
added haptic input from different modalities during walking.
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▪

The results from this study will help inform which modalities
participants perceived to be most beneficial in improving their balance.

1.7.3 Study Three
o Aim: To examine the effects of added haptic input from a 4WW and haptic
anchors on walking balance control in pwMS and neurotypical individuals.
Also, participant perceptions of the ease and usefulness of each modality as
well as the perceived effects of each modality on walking performance were
evaluated using visual analog scales.
o Hypotheses
▪

For both groups, lateral step variability and ML trunk range of motion
will decrease, and time spent in the DS phase and step length will
increase with added haptic input.

▪

PwMS will walk with smaller SL, reduced cadence, and spend more
time in the DS phase compared to neurotypical individuals.

▪

The upper extremity sensory scores (proprioception and cutaneous)
will be positively correlated, and lower extremity sensory scores will
be negatively correlated with the ability to use added haptic input in
improving walking balance in pwMS.

▪

All participants will perceive the 4WW to be most beneficial in
improving their walking balance.

o Anticipated outcomes
▪

The outcomes from this study will provide information about whether
added haptic input from different modalities will improve walking
balance in pwMS and neurotypical individuals.

▪

The results from this study will help inform whether the impairments
in cutaneous and proprioceptive functioning affect the ability to use
added haptic input from different modalities during walking.

▪

The results from this study will help inform which modalities
participants perceived to be most beneficial in improving their balance.
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Chapter two
Study One: Investigating the sensory contributions of different walking aids and haptic
anchors on the standing balance control in people with incomplete spinal cord injury.
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the sensory contributions of different
walking aids and haptic anchors on standing balance control in pwiSCI. Methods: People
with and without (age- and sex-matched neurotypical individuals) incomplete spinal cord
injury (iSCI) were recruited. Participants stood unaided for 90 seconds with eyes open and
eyes closed. Participants added haptic input while either lightly touching a railing, lightly
holding walking poles, a cane, haptic anchors (strings with small weights at the bottom), or
without touching any modality (NT)). Standing balance control was assessed using a force
plate by measuring the centre of pressure (COP) path length, sway velocity (in AP and ML
directions), and variability (SD) in both the ML and AP directions. Repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVAs) examined within- and between-group differences (α = .01).
Cutaneous and proprioceptive sensations were evaluated bilaterally in the upper and lower
extremities in pwiSCI. The change in outcome measures that were significantly affected by
haptic input was correlated to the sensory abilities using Pearson’s (normally distributed data)
or Spearman’s (non-normally distributed data) correlations (α = .01). Results: A light touch
on the railing, poles, and cane reduced sway velocity in the mediolateral direction (SwVelML)
for all participants. Lightly touching a railing reduced sway variability in the ML direction
(SwVarML) for all participants. All participants had increased path length, SwVelML, and
SwVarAP&ML with their eyes closed. PwiSCI had greater path length, SwVelML, and SwVarML
compared to neurotypical individuals. Sensory impairments of pwiSCI did not correlate with
outcome measures that significantly changed with added haptic input. Discussion and
Conclusions: Overall, pwiSCI had poorer standing balance control compared to neurotypical
individuals. All participants relied on vision for standing balance control. The railing was
most effective in reducing postural sway, followed by the poles and cane. Haptic anchors did
not reduce postural sway. Sensory impairments of pwiSCI did not impact the ability of
individuals to use haptic input. Results from this study show that pwiSCI can use added
haptic input to improve standing balance.
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2.0 Introduction
Spinal cord injury (SCI) affects millions of people around the world [123], [124].
Approximately 75% of people with SCI (pwSCI) experience at least one fall per year during
standing and walking [108], [153]. Most pwSCI fall from slipping, tripping, stumbling,
and/or decreased strength in the trunk and lower extremity (LE) muscles [131], [154]. Falls
may cause injuries, increased fear of future falls, restriction of social activities, and an overall
decrease in the individual’s quality of life [155], [156]. Standing balance control is necessary
to prevent falls and for performing daily activities such as bowel care, bathing, dressing, and
performing manual tasks [157], [158].
Standing balance is the ability of an individual to maintain their centre of mass
(COM) within their base of the base of support (BOS) by voluntarily moving their center of
pressure (COP) with the help of torque generated through muscles [2]. To maintain standing
balance, the central nervous system (CNS) must respond to sensory feedback from the visual,
vestibular, and somatosensory systems with motor output [4], [159]. Many people with
incomplete spinal cord injury (pwiSCI) have impaired somatosensation [160]. One way to
compensate for sensory impairment is through added haptic input from fingertip contact [15]
or through light touch contact of the palm while holding/touching an external surface [67].
Haptic input refers to the perception of sensory input from cutaneous receptors and
proprioception in the upper extremity while touching an object in the environment (e.g., fixed
railings [15], [69]), or non-fixed surfaces (e.g., haptic anchors) [15]. The added upper limb
sensations augment awareness of the body’s orientation in space [15], [72]. Studies have also
shown that haptic input via light touch (<1 N) has the potential to reduce postural sway in
older adults [75], people with Parkinson's disease [74], incomplete SCI [15], and people who
have has a stroke [76]. PwiSCI rely more on vision as they experience a greater sway during
eyes closed compared to neurotypical individuals [160]. This greater reliance on vision may
be to compensate for somatosensory impairments below the level of the lesion.
Commonly used walking aids such as a standard cane or walking poles are often used
to improve standing balance [97] although long-term ( up to six months) use of these walking
aids may lead to upper extremity overuse injuries and most people discard the walking aids
[97], [104]–[106]. Other reasons for not using a walking aid may include the perceived
stigma, negative attitude, and/or the safety of walking aids [109], [110]. Along with the
mechanical support from a standard cane or walking poles, there is additional haptic input
provided while touching these devices. It may be possible to use these walking aids in a
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different way to take advantage of the haptic input available from contact with the handles
and avoid upper arm injuries and promote long-term use.
The primary objective of this study was to examine the effect of added sensory input
from modalities including a fixed railing, haptic anchors, a standard cane, and walking poles
on standing balance control of pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals (control group). We
hypothesized that all participants would show a reduction in postural sway measures when
using the fixed railing, haptic anchors, standard cane, and walking poles compared to not
touching any modality (NT). The second objective of this study was to see if there is any
correlation between the sensory impairments (cutaneous sensation and proprioception) of
pwiSCI and changes in postural sway measures when haptic input is added. We expected to
see a correlation between the sensation in the upper extremities and lower extremities of
pwiSCI and any of the outcome measures that significantly changed with added haptic input
during standing [15]. To better understand how added haptic input is integrated and used with
vision during standing balance, we also examined the effect of added haptic input with eyes
open and closed.
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Participants
PwiSCI (≥ 1-year post-injury, motor incomplete injury) were recruited with the help
of clinicians, researchers, former participants who agreed to participate in future studies, and
advertisements within the province of Saskatchewan. Age- (±3 years) and sex-matched
neurotypical individuals were recruited through word of mouth and advertisements in the
community to form a control group. PwiSCI classified on the ASIA as C or D with the ability
to stand for 90 seconds without any aid were included in the study. Exclusion criteria were
any condition (other than iSCI) or injury that could impair standing balance control (e.g.,
stroke, vestibular conditions, etc.). The study was reviewed and approved by the University
of Saskatchewan Biomedical ethics review board (Bio # 16-81). All participants provided
informed consent.
2.1.2 Protocol
Age was self-reported, while height (Seca, Chino, USA) and mass (Seca, Chino,
USA) were measured for all participants at the start of data collection. Sex was assumed by
the researcher based on perceived gender identity and a cis-gender assumption. Details about
the level of lesion and injury were taken from participants' medical records. Participants were
asked to stand on a force plate for 90 seconds while wearing a safety harness for all
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conditions. The safety harness was attached to a ceiling-mounted fall-arrest system. To
further examine the importance of vision on standing balance, 50% of the standing trials were
conducted with eyes closed. Each condition (fixed railing, haptic anchors, walking poles,
standard cane, and NT) was tested with eyes open and eyes closed in a randomized order
leading to a total of ten standing trials. Trials were completed with shoes on, and feet placed
at a self-selected comfortable position (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Participant standing under different conditions: a) without touching any modalities (NT); b) using
haptic anchors; c) lightly touching a standard cane; d) lightly touching a fixed railing, and e) lightly holding
standard walking poles.

Proprioception was measured bilaterally at the elbow, wrist, distal phalanx of the
index finger, ankle, and distal phalanx of the big toe [161]. Participants were instructed to
close their eyes and verbally state the current direction of movement (up or down) while their
joints were moved passively six times within a 5-10˚ range in the sagittal plane [64]. The
number of total correct responses for the movement was recorded and an overall measure of
upper/lower extremities proprioception scores was calculated based on the responses with a
maximum possible score of 48 and 24 for the upper and lower extremities respectively.
Cutaneous pressure sensation was also tested bilaterally in the upper and lower
extremities using monofilaments (Baseline Evaluation instruments, New York, USA). With
eyes closed, participants were asked to identify the sensation of the monofilament of five
different thicknesses (ranging from 2.8-6.65 grams of force) when applied to the skin on the
plantar surface of the big toe and heel, the palmar distal end of the index finger, and on
locations around the palm where the individuals were holding the haptic anchors' cord,
walking poles, and cane may contact the skin. Each monofilament was applied six times in
the order of largest to the smallest diameter and the correct responses were recorded [15],
[70], [161]. The number of correct responses was recorded as a measure of the upper
extremities and lower extremities proprioception and cutaneous sensation scores were
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calculated with a maximum cutaneous score for upper extremities and lower extremities of 72
and 144, respectively.
2.1.3 Instrumentation
A 46.35 x 50.80 cm force plate (AMTI OR6-7, Advanced mechanical technology,
Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) was flush with the floor for participants to stand on. The force
plate data were collected at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz and filtered at 10 Hz using a fourthorder low pass Butterworth filter. Pole and cane heights were individually adjusted for each
participant for ease of use and comfort. The location of the canes and poles were not
standardized but placed anteriorly and laterally based on the participants’ comfort (figure 1).
The index finger of the self-reported preferred (controls) or less affected (pwiSCI) hand was
placed on the railing that was set at a standard building code height for railings of 86 cm
above the ground [162]. The railing was instrumented with two force sensors (Futek LRF400,
Advanced Sensor Technology, Inc. Irvine, CA) to monitor the vertical touch force in newtons
(N). The cane and poles were instrumented with custom-made uni-axial force sensors to
monitor forces applied through the length of the cane and poles. A threshold of 1N was set to
eliminate mechanical support from the modalities so that participants received only added
haptic input [68]. Before each trial, participants were asked to touch the rail or use the cane or
poles as lightly as possible. Participants were asked to hold the haptic anchors with the string
taught while standing such that they could feel the tension of the strings without lifting the
weights off the floor [73]. During NT conditions, participants stood with their arms resting
comfortably at their sides. All participants were asked to stand with a comfortable stance
length and width.
A three-dimensional motion capture system (Vicon, Nexus, Vicon motion systems,
Centennial, CO, USA) was used to obtain kinematic data. BOS data were calculated using
three markers on each foot: the tip of the first toe, the most lateral part of the foot at the base
of the fifth metatarsal, and the heel.
2.1.4 Outcome measures
COP measures were directly obtained from the force plate. Custom MATLAB
(R2019b for PC, MathWorks, Natick, MA) routines were used to process the COP and BOS
data. Standing balance was quantified using path length, SwVarAP&ML, and SwVeLAP&ML. The
path length of the COP is the total distance traveled by the COP over the total duration of the
trial [17] (i.e., 90 seconds). Total path length was calculated by the summation of the distance
between successive COP locations in all directions [163]. Research has suggested that an
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increase in path length indicates decreased ability of the postural control system to maintain
balance [21]–[23], although it has also been argued that a larger path length is not always
associated with impaired standing balance [17]. SwVarAP&ML was measured using root mean
square (RMS) values (RMSAP/ML). An increase in variability suggests a decreased ability to
maintain postural control [17]. SwVel represents the total distance traveled by the COP
divided by the total time [17]). An increase in SwVel is thought to represent a decreased
ability to control standing balance. [29], [34]– [36].
2.1.5 Statistical analysis
SPSS v27 (IBM Corp. Armonk, NY, USA) was used to complete all statistical
analyses. Mean, standard deviation, and ranges were obtained for participant group
demographics. Demographic data were compared between groups (SCI and controls) using
an independent samples t-test (α = .05). Data were examined for normality using the ShapiroWilk test. None of the data were normally distributed, and all data were log-transformed
[164]. Repeated measures ANOVAs (RM-ANOVAs) were performed with modalities (fixed
railing, haptic anchors, standard cane, walking poles, and NT) and vision (eyes open and eyes
closed) as within-participant factors and group (pwiSCI and control) as a between-participant
factor for path length, SwVar, and SwVel. Interactions were followed up using RMANOVAs or independent t-tests based on the outcome. For independent t-tests, effect sizes
were calculated using Cohen’s d. Partial eta squared and observed power values were
calculated using ANOVA. The effect sizes were interpreted as small (≤0.2), medium (0.210.8), and large (≥0.8) for Cohen’s d and as small (0.01), medium (0.06), and large (≥ 0.14)
for partial eta squared [164], [165]. Sensory scores were correlated to the percentage change
in the outcome measure evaluated for pwiSCI (Equation 2.1) [15]. Pearson’s correlation was
used for normally distributed data and Spearman’s correlation was used for non-normally
distributed data. The level of significance was set at α = .01 to accommodate multiple
comparisons and to mitigate the risk of type 1 error.
% =
value during no−touch (NT)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒,𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(

𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑁𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

)∗

100
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..Equation 2.1
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A power analysis was conducted using pilot data from 22 participants using path
length as an outcome variable in a factorial ANOVA using haptic input and vision as a
within-subject factor. Using the effect size for the main effect of modalities (η2= .55), α = .01,
and β =.99 yielded a total sample size of 22 (11 per group). For the SCI study, we recruited a
total of 28 participants to ensure adequate power.
2.2 Results
Sixteen pwiSCI and 14 age- and sex-matched neurotypical individuals were recruited
(Table 2.1). There were no significant differences between the pwiSCI and control groups for
age, mass, or height (p > 0.05) (Table 2.1). Mean and SD values for all outcome variables for
both groups are shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for eyes open and eyes closed respectively.
Table 2.1: Summary of participants (pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals) demographics for
SCI standing study.

5:11

Neurotypical
individuals’
group (n = 14)
5:9

Mean age in years (range)

60.2 (29-98)

55.0 (29-79)

0.44

Mean height in cm (SD)

170.2 (14.52)

170.3 (5.88)

0.97

Mean mass in kg (SD)

76.8 (16.75)

75.9 (13.19)

0.82

6.7 (1-20)

-

-

7:7

-

-

1:12:3

-

-

Traumatic: non-traumatic

10:4

-

-

Regular user of walking aids: non-user

3:13

0:14

-

131 (82-139)

-

-

37 (6-60)

N/A

N/A

48 (48-48)

N/A

N/A

20 (0-24)

N/A

N/A

pwiSCI
(n = 16)

Participant characteristics
Sex (female: male)

Time since injury in years (range)
Tetraplegia: paraplegia
Estimated AIS (C:D: unknown (C or D))

UE cutaneous sensation score /144 median
(range)
LE cutaneous sensation score /72 median
(range)
UE proprioception score /48 median
(range)
LE proprioception score /24 median
(range)

p-value
-

*Note: Significance was set at p < .05 for age, height, and mass. Significance was set at p < .01 for sensory
scores; SCI: Spinal cord injury, AIS: Association impairment scale, D: motor incomplete injury, UE = upper
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extremity; LE: lower extremity, pwiSCI = people with incomplete spinal cord injury, Control group =
Neurotypical individuals:

Table 2.2: Mean (SD) values for outcome measures across groups (SCI/control) and
modalities during eyes-open condition for SCI standing study.
Outcome
variables
PL
(mm)

VelAP
(mm/s)

VelML
(mm/s)

RMSAP
(mm)

RMSML
(mm)

Groups

NT

Poles

Anchors

Railing

Cane

pwiSCI

1435 (934)

890 (424)

1063 (617)

1009 (620)

1042 (465)

Control

548 (205)

491 (171)

483 (149)

440 (167)

481 (131)

pwiSCI

11.2 (9.5)

7.0 (4.1)

8.1 (5.4)

7.5 (4.9)

8.4 (4.5)

Control

3.4 (1.5)

3.1 (1.3)

2.9 (1.4)

2.7 (1.4)

2.8 (0.9)

pwiSCI

20.1 ( 12.0)

11.4 (5.0)

15.3 (9.0)

11.5 (6.2)

11.3 (5.7)

Control

7.8 (2.8)

6.4 (1.9)

6.8 (2.2)

6.2 (2.3)

6.3 (1.8)

pwiSCI

4 (3)

4.1 (2.1)

5.3 (2.9)

4.2 (2.0)

5.3 (1.9)

Control

2 (1)

2 (1)

2 (1)

1 (1)

2 (1)

pwiSCI

8 (3)

6 (2)

7 (2)

5 (2)

7 (2)

Control

5 (1)

4 (1)

4 (0)

3 (1)

3 (1)

*NT: No-touch, PL= Path length Vel = Sway velocity, RMS = Sway variability; ML = mediolateral; AP =
anteroposterior; pwiSCI = people with spinal cord injury, SCI = Spinal cord injury, Control group =
Neurotypical individuals

Table 2.3: Mean (SD) values for outcome measures across groups (SCI/control) and
modalities during eyes-closed condition for SCI standing study.
Outcome
variables
PL
(mm)

VelAP
(mm/s)

VelML
(mm/s)

Groups

NT

Poles

Anchors

Railing

Cane

SCI

2459 (2083)

1569 (957)

4786 (6816)

1891 (1614)

1958 (1303)

Control

751 (326)

597 (250)

774 (404)

584 (246)

673 (323)

pwiSCI

21.3 (22.5)

11.5 (6.8)

25.0 (29.1)

13.3 (13.2)

4.4 (12.5)

Control

3.7 (1.6)

3.3 (1.8)

3.7 (1.6)

3.4 (1.8)

3.4 (1.1)

pwiSCI

44.6 (33.5)

21.5 (11.4)

40.3 (35.4)

28.7 (22.7)

26.2 (16.5)

Control

11.4 (5.2)

8.8 (3.7)

11.6 (6.5)

8.5 (3.6)

10.0 (5.7)
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RMSAP
(mm)

RMSML
(mm)

pwiSCI

6 (4)

6 (3)

9 (7)

6 (5)

6 (3)

Control

2 (1)

2 (1)

2 (1)

2 (1)

2 (1)

pwiSCI

11.8 (5.5)

9.6 (3.4)

15.0 (8.3)

8.5 (4.4)

10.4 (3.9)

Control

5.6 (1.7)

4.2 (1.5)

5.8 (2.6)

4.0 (1.3)

5.3 (2.4)

*NT: No-touch, PL: Path length, Vel = Sway velocity, RMS = Sway variability; ML = mediolateral; AP =
anteroposterior; pwiSCI = people with spinal cord injury, SCI = Spinal cord injury, Control group =
Neurotypical individuals

2.2.1 Path length
There was a main effect of vision (F (1,25) = 88.983, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.734, observed
power = 1.000) where path length was significantly smaller for the eyes open condition
(Figure 2.2). There was also a main effect of group (F (1,25) = 20.148, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.448,
observed power = 0.946) with pwiSCI having a longer path length compared to the
neurotypical control group (Figure 2.2). There was a significant main effect of modalities (F
(2.113,52.836)

= 6.179, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.198, observed power = 0.709); however, pairwise

comparisons showed no significant differences between the modalities which might be
because of low effect size. No significant interactions (p-value range = 0.045-0.653) were
found between group, vision, or modalities.

Figure 2.2: Total path length (estimated marginal means) for all participants in the study including people with
incomplete spinal cord injury and neurotypical individuals across different modalities for group and vision.
Error bars represent standard error. * Indicates p < .01.

2.2.2 Sway Velocity (AP)
There was a vision by group interaction (F(1,24) = 10.761, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.310,
observed power = 0.683) for SwVelAP . Follow up RM-ANOVAs comparing eyes open and
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eyes closed trials for each group separately showed that pwiSCI (F(1,76) = 51.588, p < .01, ηp2
= 0.404, observed power = 1.000) and neurotypical individuals (F(1,68) = 7.778, p < .01, η2 =
0.103, observed power = 0.558) had significantly larger SwVelAP during eyes closed
condition. No other interactions (p value ranges = 0.035-0.458) or any main effects of
modalities (p = 0.011) were found to be significant.
2.2.3 Sway Velocity (ML)
There was a main effect of vision (F (1,25) = 107.078, p <.01, ηp2 = 0.811, observed
power = 1.000) with a smaller SwVelML for eyes open trials. A significant main effect of
group (F (1,25) = 18.161, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.421, observed power = 0.919) showed pwiSCI had a
larger SwVelML compared to neurotypical individuals. A main effect of modalities (F (1.757,
43.914)

= 10.971, p<.01, ηp2 = 0.305, observed power = 0.910) showed significantly lower

SwVelML when using the poles (p < .01), railing (p < .01), and cane (p < .01) compared to NT
conditions. No significant differences were found between NT and anchors (p = 1.000). No
significant interactions (p-value range = 0.023-0.916) were found between group, vision, or
modalities.
2.2.4 RMS (AP)
There was a significant vision by group interaction (F (1,25) = 12.581, p <.01, ηp2 =
0.335, observed power = 0.768) for RMSAP. Follow up RM-ANOVAs compared eyes open
and eyes closed trials separately for each group showing that pwiSCI (F(1,76) = 23.002, p <.01,
ηp2 = 0.232, observed power = 0.983) had significantly larger RMSAP during the eyes closed
trials. For neurotypical individuals (F(1,69) = .773, p = 0.382, ηp2 = 0.111, observed power =
0.768) no significant differences between eyes open and eyes closed were found. No other
interactions (p value ranges = 0.029-0.345) or any main effects of modalities (p = 0.039)
were found to be significant.
2.2.5 RMS (ML)
There was a main effect of vision (F (1,25) = 32.031, p <.01, ηp2 = 0.562, observed
power = 0.996), with smaller RMSML for eyes open compared to eyes closed trials. A
significant main effect of group (F (1,25) = 27.995, p <.01, ηp2 = 0.527, observed power =
0.990) indicated that pwiSCI had higher RMSML values compared to neurotypical
individuals. There was also a main effect of modalities (F (4,100) = 10.384, p <.01, η2 = 0.293,
observed power = 0.998) indicating significantly smaller RMSML values when using a railing
compared to the anchors (p < .01) and NT (p < .01) conditions with no other significant
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differences between modalities (Figure 2.3). No significant interactions (p-value range =
0.037-0.925) were found between group, vision, or modalities.

Figure 2.3: Medial-lateral root mean square (RMSML) (estimated marginal means) for all
participants in the study including people with incomplete spinal cord injury and
neurotypical individuals across different modalities. Error bars represent standard error. *
Indicates p < .01.

2.2.6 Correlations to sensory scores
Changes in COP outcome variables did not significantly correlate with upper
extremity (p-value range = .082-.963) or lower extremity (p-value range = 0.082-0.912)
cutaneous scores or lower extremity proprioception scores (p-value range = 0.025-0.951).
Correlations were not run for the upper extremity proprioception score since all participants
had the maximum upper extremity proprioception score.
2.3 Discussion
This study examined the sensory contributions from lightly touching a fixed railing,
lightly holding walking poles, lightly holding a cane, and using haptic anchors on standing
balance in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Lightly touching and using the railing, cane,
and poles reduced postural sway. The railing reduced both SwVarML and SwVelML. The poles
and cane also reduced SwVelML. All participants had greater postural sway during eyes
closed compared to the eyes-open condition as seen by higher values of path length,
SwVelML, and SwVarML. Group effects suggest that pwiSCI have impaired standing balance
compared to neurotypical individuals.
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2.3.1 Effect of iSCI
Increased sway during standing can lead to falls and fall-related injuries [166]. PwiSCI
had more sway compared to neurotypical individuals as shown by increased path length,
SwVelML, and SwVarML. Previous research has found similar results where pwiSCI [15],
[160], and other balance impairments [14], [64] have larger path length and sway velocity
compared to neurotypical individuals. Standing balance in pwiSCI can be affected because of
the impaired somatosensory system post-SCI and lack of LE muscle strength compared to
neurotypical individuals [131].
Our secondary objective was to explore the correlation between upper extremity
sensory function and standing balance control measures with added sensory input. We did not
find a significant correlation; however, the pwiSCI in this study had largely intact
proprioceptive scores. Results from this study indicated that sensory impairments did not
affect the ability of pwiSCI to use added haptic input to improve standing balance, no group
by modality interaction further strengthens this argument. A possible reason for the lack of
significance was that most of the pwiSCI had high sensory scores with little variability,
suggesting a higher functioning sample of participants. These results differ from previous
research using a similar protocol examining standing balance control using the same railing
in pwiSCI [15]. If pwiSCI had been recruited with more variability in sensory scores, it might
have led to a significant correlation between sensory function and response to haptic input.
2.3.2 Effect of modalities
Our other objective was to examine the effect of modalities on postural control of
pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. As hypothesized, postural sway was reduced using
railing, poles, and cane, compared to the NT condition. The railing may have been the most
effective in reducing sway because it is fixed in the environment whereas the anchors, canes,
and poles are not fixed and can move throughout the environment. In addition, the haptic
input is added to a highly sensitive area with the railing (i.e., fingertip, where the density of
receptors is higher), whereas contact for the poles, cane, and haptic anchors were mostly at
the palmar surface of the hand which is less densely populated with receptors [167], [168].
Postural sway decreased significantly in the ML direction for both groups using poles,
railing, and cane. The position of the upper extremities when holding the poles might have
affected the sway in the ML direction [71]. The position of the upper extremities when
holding the poles to the side could have increased the moment of inertia which might have
led to the reduced sway in the ML direction [73]. The reduction in ML postural sway while
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using a railing is likely because the haptic input was added laterally by the railing [84]. A
(lateral/forward) outstretched arm configuration has been shown to provide stabilizing effects
even without added sensory input, and can also contribute to the reduction in postural sway
[73].
The anchors were the least effective in reducing postural sway in both the AP and ML
directions among all modalities. The amount of movement the modalities permit may impact
postural sway. Previous research suggests that haptic input from a stable surface with fewer
degrees of freedom of movements, such as a railing, cane, or poles, results in a greater
reduction of postural sway compared to an external device that has more degrees of freedom
such as haptic anchors [71]. Previous research has shown that haptic anchors are beneficial in
improving standing balance [71] and so the statistically insignificant finding in this study was
surprising. One reason for the effectiveness of haptic anchors in the previous study in
reducing postural sway may depend on the level of difficulty of the postural task as previous
research asked participants to stand in tandem (one foot in front of the other) [67], [71].
While the influence of the haptic anchors was insignificant in normal standing, there may be
an influence with a more challenging stance position such as tandem. The smaller BOS in the
ML direction in the tandem position creates a higher demand for postural control in the ML
direction, which allows the anchor system to influence and reduce postural sway more
compared to a normal standing position. Another reason for the differing results could be that
the previous research [71] looked at the effect of light touch on younger neurotypical
populations while our study looked at the effects of light touch on pwiSCI. Different
modalities have a different effect on the outcome variables, suggesting that not all types of
modalities similarly improve balance, and these differences may be due to the physical
constraints of using the modalities as described above.
2.3.3 Effect of Vision
Standing balance depends on the integration of information from the somatosensory,
visual, and vestibular systems [160]. Removing visual input can lead to impairments in
standing balance indicated by changes in postural sway measures. In line with previous
research [169], [170], our results indicate poor stability and increased reliance on vision for
standing balance in all participants. All participants in our study had greater variability in the
ML direction during eyes-closed conditions. The increased variability suggests frequent
corrections in postural sway which are associated with increased postural control demands
during standing and are indicative of poor standing balance [166], [171].
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There was no interaction between modalities and vision. Adding haptic input did not
improve postural sway to the same level as standing with eyes open, suggesting that adding
haptic input did not compensate for the removal of vision. There was an interaction between
vision and group for SwVelAP and SwVarAP. The results showed that the iSCI group had
larger SwVel and SwVar for eyes closed trials compared to eyes open similar to previous
research [15]. There were no significant differences for SwVarAP during eyes open and eyes
closed conditions for the control group. This suggests an increased reliance on visual
feedback for controlling standing balance in pwiSCI compared to the control group. Followup results for vision and group interaction don’t show any significant differences between
groups for eyes open and eyes closed conditions. This might be because of the small effect
size and conservative alpha value (.01). In summary, the results support our hypothesis that
pwiSCI has a greater reliance on vision compared to neurotypical individuals.
2.4 Limitations
The details about the level of impairment were derived from participants' medical
records. More accurate and up-to-date injury characteristics could have been obtained by
performing the ASIA International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord
Injury exam [172]. Participants were instructed to use the modalities with a light touch;
however, it would have been useful to have extracted the force data from sensors on the
modalities to determine the exact amount of force that participants had applied. Attentional
demands when using haptic modalities were not measured. Since using haptic modalities
creates a dual-task condition [90] it would have been beneficial to identify whether different
modalities require different amounts of attention. Another limitation was that all participants
stand with feet placed at a self-selected comfortable position during quiet standing and the
BOS was not normalized. Changes in the size of BOS affect standing balance [23]. Another
limitation was the reporting of the sex of the participant which assumed each participant was
cisgender by their appearance. Males are three times more likely to sustain an SCI as
compared to females, making it important to accurately report the sex of the participants
[173], [174]. As males are more likely to suffer from an SCI compared to females, it would
be interesting to examine whether males or females use haptic input differently. To study the
effect of sex or gender on the use of haptic input, future studies should obtain information
from the participant directly. This study was not sufficiently powered to examine the
differences between sexes or across different genders.
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2.5 Conclusion
Added haptic input in the form of light touch can improve standing balance control in
both pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals as seen by reduced path length, SwVel, and
SwVar. Contact with the railing was most effective in reducing postural sway followed by the
cane and poles. The anchors were the least effective in reducing postural sway. PwiSCI had
more sway during standing compared to neurotypical individuals. Vision had an important
role in standing balance as seen with increased postural sway when eyes were closed. These
results imply that pwiSCI can benefit from added haptic input to improve standing balance
similar to neurotypical individuals while lightly touching a railing. The upper extremities and
lower extremities sensory scores did not affect the abilities of pwiSCI to use haptic input for
this cohort. These findings add to the understanding of multisensory integration in pwiSCI
and can help with devising strategies for using different haptic modalities for improving
standing balance control. Future research can use these different modalities (rail, poles, and
cane) in a rehabilitation context to identify the best options to improve standing balance in
pwiSCI.
2.6 Relevance of chapter two to the thesis
Sensory information from the somatosensory, visual, and vestibular systems impacts
standing balance [9]. This study examined the effects of added haptic input from different
modalities during standing in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Previous studies have
shown that adding haptic input using anchors or a fixed support surface (railing, or a
platform) improves standing balance in pwiSCI [15] and neurotypical individuals [68], [71].
Our study also confirmed that both pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals benefit from added
haptic input during quiet standing. The railing was most helpful, followed by the cane and
poles in reducing postural sway. Similar to previous studies, our results have shown that
pwiSCI rely more on vision during quiet standing compared to neurotypical individuals [15],
[160]. Consistent with previous research, our study also showed that pwiSCI has greater
postural sway during quiet standing compared to neurotypical individuals [15]. The findings
of this research are important as standing balance is a prerequisite to walking and is important
to perform daily living activities such as toileting, bathing, dressing, and performing manual
tasks [157], [158]. As our study suggests that added haptic input during standing improves
balance, this implies that people with balance impairments may benefit from lightly touching
furniture or kitchen counters at home to improve their balance.
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Chapter three
Study two: Investigating the sensory contributions of different walking aids and haptic
anchors on the walking balance control in people with incomplete spinal cord injury.
Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate the sensory contributions of different
walking aids and haptic anchors on walking balance control in people with incomplete spinal
cord injury (pwiSCI) and neurotypical individuals (control group). Methods: People with and
without (age- and sex-matched neurotypical individuals) incomplete spinal cord injury (iSCI)
were recruited. Walking balance was evaluated as participants walked with eyes open and
eyes closed for 10 meters while either lightly touching a railing, lightly holding walking
poles, a cane, haptic anchors (strings with small weights at the bottom), or not touching any
modality (NT)). Motion capture (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, UK) was used to obtain
kinematic data. Kinematic data were processed to calculate the means and standard deviation
(SD) of step parameters (normalized stride velocity (nSV), step length (SL), step width
(SW)), and margin of stability (MOS) in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions
(MOSAP&ML). Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVAs) examined within- and
between-group differences (α = .01) of the kinematic outcome variables. Cutaneous and
proprioceptive sensations were evaluated bilaterally in the upper and lower extremities in
pwiSCI. The change in outcome measures that significantly changed when haptic input was
added compared to the NT condition was correlated to sensory abilities using Spearman’s
(non-normally distributed data) correlations (α = .01). Participant perceptions of the ease and
usefulness of each modality as well as the perceived effects of each modality on walking
performance were evaluated using visual analog scales (VAS). A non-parametric test (MannWhitney U) was used to identify within and between-group differences for VAS scores (α =
.01). Results: Lightly touching a railing reduced nSV and MOSAP compared to the NT
condition. The railing also reduced SL compared to NT, poles, cane, and haptic anchors.
Group effects show that pwiSCI has reduced nSV and MOSAP and increased MOSML
compared to neurotypical individuals. All participants walked slower with increased SLSD,
SWSD, MOSML, MOSMLSD, decreased SL, and MOSAP during the eyes-closed condition.
Interaction effects showed that pwiSCI had SW values similar to the NT values of the control
group when using the poles. Sensory scores did not correlate with any of the outcome
measures that significantly changed when haptic input was added compared to the NT
condition. PwiSCI perceived that their balance improved more when using a cane both during
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eyes open and eyes closed conditions compared to neurotypical individuals. Within-group
differences for VAS scores suggest that pwiSCI perceived that the cane and rail improved
walking balance more than the haptic anchors. Conclusions: Adding haptic input from a
railing impacted walking as shown by reduced nSV and SL. Walking poles were effective in
bringing the SW values of pwiSCI closer to the value of neurotypical individuals during the
NT condition suggesting improvement in step placements. Vision played an important role in
walking as seen by reduced nSV and increased SLSD, SWSD, and MOSMLSD during eyesclosed conditions. PwiSCI who use walking aids could be encouraged to use walking aids in
a different way i.e., lightly touching or using them mechanically depending upon the
requirement.
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3.0 Introduction
Walking is one of the highest priority goals for individuals who have experienced a
spinal cord injury (SCI) [175]. Forty to 97% of people with incomplete spinal cord injury
(pwiSCI) regain some walking function although it is strongly influenced by the severity of
the injury and age [176], [177]. Approximately 75% of pwiSCI experience one fall a year and
50% of those who fall experience more than one fall per year [131], [132]. The majority of
falls in neurotypical individuals and pwiSCI occur during some form of locomotion [131],
[132]. Falls not only lead to health complications such as musculoskeletal injuries and
traumatic brain injuries and fractures but can also reduce social activity, become a deterrent
to re-learning walking, further reduce community participation, and overall lower quality of
life [132], [178], [179].
A SCI can result in impairment of the perception of touch, proprioception, and
pressure depending upon the location of the spinal cord lesion [180]. Lesions in the spinal
cord can prevent somatosensory input from reaching the brain and create greater reliance on
other less affected systems such as a vision for balance control. [181]. Many pwiSCI have
impaired somatosensation [160] and may benefit from added haptic input from a light
fingertip contact [15] or light touch contact of the palm while holding or touching an external
surface [67]. Haptic input refers to the sensory input from cutaneous receptors and
proprioceptors in the upper extremity while touching a fixed surface in the environment (e.g.,
fixed railings [15], [69]) or non-fixed surfaces (e.g., a cane or haptic anchors) [71], [81].
Haptic anchors consist of a pair of small weights (approximately 125 g) attached to 3 mm
thick nylon strings around 1.5 m in length [72]. Haptic anchors can be dragged while walking
or held with the strings taught while standing [73]. The added upper extremity sensations
augment awareness of the body’s orientation in space [15], [72]. PwiSCI rely more on vision
during walking to compensate for any other sensory impairments (such as somatosensory);
suggesting that pwiSCI can reweight sensory input based on the availability of sensory input
and task [177], [181]. PwiSCI could use haptic input added to the upper extremities to
compensate for reduced sensation in other parts of their body (e.g., lower extremity).
Commonly used walking aids such as a standard cane or walking poles are often used
to improve standing balance [97], although long-term use of these walking aids may lead to
upper arm overuse injuries and most people discard the walking aids [97], [104]–[106]. Other
reasons for not using a walking aid may include the perceived stigma associated with walking
aids, negative attitude towards using a walking aid, and/or the safety of walking aids [109],
[110]. There is additional haptic input provided while touching these devices along with the
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mechanical support from a standard cane or walking poles. It may be possible to use these
walking aids differently (i.e., lightly holding) to take advantage of both the haptic input
available and to reduce upper extremities overuse injuries. Many individuals who may benefit
from walking aids don’t use them either because of social pressure, the perceived stigma
associated with walking aids, negative attitude toward using a walking aid, and/or safety of
walking aids [109], [110]. Considering the negative association of using walking aids, it is
important to understand how participants perceive these different walking aids for balance
control.
The first objective of this study was to examine the effect of added haptic input on the
walking balance of pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals when using poles, a standard cane,
haptic anchors, and fixed railing compared to not touching any modalities (NT). We
hypothesized that all participants would show an improvement in walking balance when
using poles, a standard cane, a haptic anchor, and a fixed railing compared to NT due to the
added haptic input provided when using these modalities.
Vision is a naturally dominant source of sensory input used to gain feedforward
information about our environment [31] and walking without vision typically results in
impaired balance [182]. Also, pwiSCI rely more on vision for balance control and if pwiSCI
can use added haptic input to compensate for vision, this further emphasizes the reweighting
ability of pwiSCI and the benefits of added haptic input. We hypothesized that there were
similarities between walking with eyes open without haptic input and walking with eyes
closed with haptic input for both groups, suggesting that haptic input would compensate for
the removal of vision to maintain balance.
The benefits of added haptic input arise from both cutaneous and proprioceptive
information; therefore, the second objective of this study was to see if sensory impairments
(cutaneous sensation and proprioception) of pwiSCI correlated with the changes in walking
balance when haptic input is added through different modalities. We were confirming to see
that pwiSCI with reduced lower extremity sensation and intact upper extremity sensation
would use the added sensory input to improve walking balance differently than pwiSCI with
reduced upper extremities sensation [15].
Participants' perceptions of using walking aids were evaluated using the visual analog
scale (VAS) and can be used to make decisions when prescribing a certain walking aid.
Canes and poles are the most commonly used modality among community-dwelling users
[98]; therefore, it was hypothesized that participants will perceive the cane and poles to be
most beneficial in improving their walking balance.
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3.1 Methods
(Note: information about the methodology that is repeated from chapter 2 is italicized
so the reader can choose to review here and/or in chapter 2 as desired).
PwiSCI (≥ 1-year post-injury, motor incomplete injury) were recruited with the help
of clinicians, researchers, former participants who agreed to participate in future studies,
and advertisements within the province of Saskatchewan. Age- (±3 years) and sex-matched
neurotypical individuals were recruited through word of mouth and advertisements in the
community to form a control group. Participants (pwiSCI only) who were classified on the
ASIS as C or D and were able to walk 10 meters without any aid were included in the study.
Exclusion criteria included any condition or injury (other than iSCI) that could impair
walking balance (e.g., stroke). The study was reviewed and approved by the University of
Saskatchewan Biomedical ethics review board (Bio # 16-81). All participants provided
informed consent.
3.1.1 Protocol
Age was self-reported, while height and mass (Seca, Chino, USA) were measured for
all participants at the start of data collection. Sex was assumed by the researcher based on
perceived gender identity and a cis-gender assumption. Details about the level of lesion and
injury were taken from participants' medical records.
Participants were asked to walk normally with their shoes on at a self-selected speed.
Participants were wearing a safety harness for all conditions to avoid any contact with the
ground in case a fall occurs. The safety harness was attached to the ceiling-mounted system
which permits the harness to move in the line of progression for all trials. Walking balance
was evaluated as participants walked with eyes open and eyes closed for 10 meters while
either lightly touching a railing, lightly holding walking poles, a cane, haptic anchors, or NT
(Figure 3.1). To further examine the importance of vision on walking balance and
understanding if added haptic input can compensate for the lack of vision, 50% of walking
trials were done with eyes closed for the same five conditions mentioned above. Each
participant completed one to three (based on their ability to walk) walking trials of each
condition in a block (modalities) randomized (eyes open/eyes closed) order totalling 10-30
trials.
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a) No touch

b) Haptic anchors

c) Cane

d) Fixed railing

e) Walking poles

Figure 3.1: Participant walking under different conditions: a) without touching any modalities (NT); b) using haptic

anchors; c) lightly touching a standard cane; d) lightly touching a fixed railing, and e) lightly holding standard
walking poles

Proprioception was measured bilaterally at the elbow, wrist, distal phalanx of the
index finger, ankle, and distal phalanx of the big toe [161]. Participants were instructed to
close their eyes and verbally state the current direction of movement (up or down) while their
joints were moved passively six times within a 5-10˚ range in the sagittal plane [64]. The
number of total correct responses for the movement was recorded and an overall measure of
upper/lower extremities proprioception scores was calculated based on the responses with a
maximum possible score of 48 and 24 for the upper and lower extremities, respectively.
Cutaneous pressure sensation was also tested bilaterally in the UE and LE using
monofilaments (Baseline Evaluation instruments, New York, USA). With eyes closed,
participants were asked to identify the sensation of the monofilament of five different
thicknesses (ranging from 2.8-6.65 grams of force) when applied to the skin on the plantar
surface of the big toe and heel, the palmar distal end of the index finger, and on locations
around the palm where the haptic anchors cord, walking poles, and cane may contact the
skin. Each monofilament was applied six times in the order of largest to the smallest diameter
and the correct responses were recorded [15], [70], [161]. The number of correct responses
was recorded as a measure of the upper extremities and lower extremities proprioception and
cutaneous sensation scores were calculated with a maximum cutaneous score for upper and
lower extremities of 72 and 144, respectively.

VAS scores were used to evaluate participant perceptions of the ease and usefulness
of haptic modalities as well as the perceived effect of each modality on their walking
performance. VAS scores are a unidimensional measure of a characteristic or attitude that is
believed to be a range across a continuum of values [183]. VAS scores are used for
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measuring subjective experience and are valid and reliable in a range of clinical and research
experiments [183]. Questions were asked for each modality separately including: “How easy
do you find using the fixed railing/anchors/poles/cane while walking?” (0 = extremely easy,
10 = extremely difficult); “Did you think using the fixed railing/anchors/poles/cane improved
your balance during walking?” (0 = no improvement, 10 = Definitely improved); and “Did
you think using the fixed railing/anchors/poles/cane impaired your balance during walking?”
(0 = Did not impair at all, 10 = Definitely impaired). Participants were also provided with the
opportunity to provide comments regarding the use of modalities and their impact on walking
balance. Participants were also asked if they used any indoor or outdoor walking aids in the
past.
3.1.2 Instrumentation
The railing was instrumented with two force sensors (Futek LRF400, Advanced
Sensor Technology, Inc. Irvine, CA) to monitor the vertical touch force in newtons (N).
Railing forces were monitored during walking, and the trial was repeated if the participant
applied more than 1 N of force during walking. The cane and poles were instrumented with
custom-made force sensors to monitor the forces applied through their length. Haptic input is
distinguished from a supporting force by relatively low contact forces (>1 N) while touching
an external device [69]. Before each trial, participants were asked to touch the rail or use the
cane or poles as lightly as possible. During the haptic anchor trials, participants were asked to
keep the strings of the haptic anchors taut and the anchors on the ground while dragging them
on the floor.
Movements were measured with a 3D motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems
Ltd, UK, fs = 100 Hz) and involved placing passive reflective markers bilaterally on the head,
trunk, arms, legs, and feet. A total of 63 markers (14 mm in diameter, 22 calibration markers)
were placed on anatomical landmarks. Kinematic data were used to obtain segmental and
total body COM. Virtual points on the foot were tracked using marker clusters attached to the
shoe and were used to calculate the boundaries of the base of support. Custom MATLAB
(R2019b for PC, MathWorks, Natick, MA) scripts were used to process the kinematic data.
Strides in the middle of the 10 m walkway were chosen based on the availability of quality
Vicon data and used to calculate the kinematic outcome variables. The number of strides
ranged from one to four for each participant for each condition. The total number of strides
per condition/participant ranged from three to 12 in total.
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3.1.3 Outcome Variables
Stride velocity (SV) is an important clinical screening tool for assessing and
maintaining functional status in a wide range of populations [184], [185]. Stride velocity was
calculated by dividing stride length by stride time. Normalized SV (nSV) was calculated
using equation 3.1 [186].
𝑛𝑆𝑉 =

𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
√𝐻∗𝐺

……………………………………………………Equation 3.1

where H is participant leg length, and g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s 2).

A decrease in stride velocity suggests an added challenge and/or dual-task nature
related to the addition of haptic input [187]. An increase in stride velocity may reflect a more
symmetrical and stable gait pattern overall [188]. Step length (SL) was calculated as the AP
distance between two consecutive heel strikes of each foot.
(SW) was determined by the ML distance between the right and the left heel markers
at each heel strike during walking. SL and SW variability (SLSD, SWSD) was calculated as the
SD around the mean of all the steps within a trial [49], [189]. An increase in SLSD or SWSD is
associated with impaired gait, increased sensory impairments, and increased risk of falls [37],
[49]. SL and SW determine the size of the BOS and changing SL and SW are common
strategies used to overcome challenges during walking and to control balance [70]. The
margin of stability (MOS) outcome variables were calculated as proposed by Hof et al. [55].
MOS was defined as the distance between the extrapolated COM (xCOM) and the boundary
of the BOS [55], [190]. The xCOM considers both the position and the velocity of the COM.
xCOM was calculated using equation 3.2
𝑉𝑥

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑥𝐶𝑂𝑀 = 𝑥 + ωo

…….………………………………...Equation 3.2

Where x = projection of COM position onto the ground, V x = COM velocity, ωo = sqrt(g/l) is the eigen
frequency of the inverted pendulum, where = = acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/s), and l = leg length.

Balance control for normal walking was examined using the mean and variability of
MOS in the AP and ML (MOSAP&ML) planes. The MOSAP was calculated as the distance
between the xCOM and the heel of the trailing foot. The MOSML was calculated as the
distance between the xCOM and the closet lateral edge of BOS formed by the two markers
placed on the lateral most aspect of the feet. Instantaneous values for MOS were calculated at
each time point throughout the stride; averaged within a stride and then averaged within a
trial. [55]. The mean value obtained by averaging the data from all the trials from each
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condition was used for data analysis. The variability for MOS was calculated as the SD of the
mean stride MOS in the AP and ML directions to demonstrate the ability of individuals to
control their balance in both horizontal planes [55].
3.1.4 Statistical Analysis
SPSS v27 (IBM Corp. Armonk, NY, USA) was used to complete all statistical
analyses. Mean, SD, and ranges were obtained for participant group demographics.
Demographic data were compared between groups (pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals)
using an independent samples t-test (α = .05). Data were examined for normality using the
Shapiro-Wilk test and non-normal data (SLSD and SWSD) were log-transformed [164]. RMANOVAs were run with modalities (NT, haptic anchors, railing, walking poles, and standard
cane) and vision (eyes open and eyes closed) as within-participant factors and group (pwiSCI
and control) as a between-participant factor for each outcome variable. Significant main
effects were examined with pairwise comparisons and interactions were further examined
using RM-ANOVAs or independent t-tests based on the outcome (α = .01). For independent
t-tests, effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s d. Partial eta squared and observed power
values were calculated using the ANOVA results. The effect sizes were interpreted as small
(≤0.2), medium (0.21-0.8), and large (≥0.8) for Cohen’s d and as small (0.01), medium
(0.06), and large (≥ 0.14) for partial eta squared [164], [165]. Sensory scores were correlated
to the percentage change from the NT condition for pwiSCI (Equation 3.3) [15]. As all the
data were non-normally distributed, Spearman’s correlation was used (α = 0.01).
% =
value during no−touch (NT)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒,𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(

100

𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑁𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

)∗

…………………………………………………………………………. Equation 3.3
A non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U) was used to identify within and between-

group differences for VAS scores [191]. The level of significance was set at α = .01 for all
comparisons to accommodate the multiple comparisons and to mitigate the risk of type I
error.
A priori sample size calculations for differences between conditions in the MOS was
conducted using a previous study from our laboratory [192]. A factorial ANOVA conducted
for MOS using the main effects of group (pwiSCI, NT group) (η2= .76, α = .01, and β =.99)
yielded a total sample size of 28 for both the groups (14 per group). For the current study, we
recruited a total of 30 participants to ensure adequate power.
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3.2 Results
Same individuals from study two, i.e., 16 pwiSCI and 14 age- and sex-matched
neurotypical individuals participated in the walking protocol (Table 3.1). There were no
significant differences between the pwiSCI and control groups for age, mass, or height (p >
0.05) (Table 3.1). Mean and SD values for all outcome variables for both groups are shown in
table 3.2.
Table 3.1: Summary of participants (pwiSCI and control) demographics for SCI walking
study.

5:11

Neurotypical
individuals’
group (n = 14)
5:9

Mean age in years (range)

60.2 (29-98)

55 (29-79)

0.44

Mean height in cm (SD)

170.2 (14.52)

170.3 (5.88)

0.97

Mean mass in kg (SD)

76.8 (16.75)

75.9 (13.19)

0.82

6.7 (1-20)

-

-

7:7

-

-

1:12:3

-

-

Traumatic: non-traumatic

10:4

-

-

Regular user of walking aids: non-user

3:13

0:14

-

131(82-139)

-

-

37 (6-60)

N/A

N/A

UE proprioception score /48 median (range)

48 (48-48)

N/A

N/A

LE proprioception score /24 median (range)

20 (0-24)

N/A

N/A

pwiSCI
(n = 16)

Participant characteristics
Sex (female: male)

Time since injury in years (range)
Tetraplegia: paraplegia
Estimated ASIA (C: D: unknown (C or D)

UE cutaneous sensation score /144 median
(range)
LE cutaneous sensation score /72 median
(range)

p-value
-

*Note: Significance was set at p < 0.05 for age, height, and mass. Significance was set at p < 0.01 for sensory
scores. pwiSCI: people with incomplete spinal cord injury, ASIA: American Spinal Injury Association, D:
motor incomplete injury, UE: upper extremity; LE: lower extremity, Control group: Neurotypical individuals
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Table 3.2: Mean values for outcome measures across groups (SCI/control) and conditions
(Vision and modalities) for SCI walking study.
NT

HA’s

Poles

Railing

Cane

Outcome variable
EO

EC

EO

EC

EO

EC

EO

EC

EO

EC

PwiSCI

0.25

0.19

0.24

0.19

0.24

0.19

0.22

0.18

0.24

0.18

Control
group

0.36

0.31

0.31

0.27

0.33

0.29

0.31

0.27

0.32

0.29

PwiSCI

499

394

527

441

492

400

462

375

507

414

Control
group

620

560

608

559

599

549

575

509

600

552

PwiSCI

46

64

34

51

43

63

50

50

45

57

Control
group

43

54

46

36

52.

57

35

50

33

39

PwiSCI

91

135

76

102

86

119

74

115

81

110

Control
group

61

77

58

81

60

81

58

71

60

72

PwiSCI

31

46

28

34

27

44

29

32

26

46

Control
group

25

35

27

37

25

34

23

30

21

34

PwiSCI

110

128

108

118

110

123

108

123

112

121

Control
group

95

99

90

97

96

103

92

102

93

92

MOSM

PwiSCI

11

17

8

14

9

13

11

15

81

15

LSD

Control
group

12

17

7

11

10

10

10

13

5

13

PwiSCI

476

399

473

419

471

404

443

381

473

398

Control
group

580

514

525

496

545

503

529

481

544

500

MOSAP

PwiSCI

29

34

19

27

29

30

36

34

30

30

SD

Control
group

29

27

38

27

29

32

18

27

31

27

nSV
(a.u)
SL
(mm)
SLSD
(mm)
SW
(mm)
SWSD
(mm)
MOSM
L (mm)

(mm)
MOSAP
(mm)

(mm)

*NT: No touch, EO: eyes open, EC: eyes closed, HA’s: Haptic anchors, nSV: normalized stride velocity, a.u:
arbitrary unit, pwiSCI: people with incomplete spinal cord injury, SD: standard deviation, SL: step length, SW:
step width, MOS: margin of stability, mm = millimetres, Control group: Neurotypical individuals. Data in the
table represent raw data without any outliers being removed.

There was a significant main effect of group (F (1,24) = 15.574, p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.410,
observed power = 0.889) for nSV where pwiSCI walked slower compared to neurotypical
individuals. A main effect of conditions (F (4,96) = 6.762, p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.220, observed
power = .958) was also observed for nSV showing participants walked slower when using a
railing compared to the NT condition (p<.01). No other significant differences were observed
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between any other conditions. There was a significant main effect of vision (F (1,24) = 104.05,
p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.813, observed power = 1.00) for nSV, where nSV was higher for the eyes
open condition compared to eyes closed. No interactions (p-value ranges = 0.035 – 0.275)
were significant between group, conditions, and vision.
There was a significant main effect of conditions (F (2.397, 59.933) = 12.935, p <.01, ηp2 =
0.341, observed power = 0.990) for SL, where participants walked with a larger SL during
the NT, poles, cane, and haptic anchors conditions compared to the railing (p<.01). A
significant interaction was observed between vision and group (F (1,25) = 9.625, p <.01, ηp2 =
0.275, observed power = .626). Follow-up ANOVA tests which compared eyes open to eyes
closed trials for each group separately, and the iSCI group to the neurotypical group for each
vision condition separately, did not reveal any differences between groups or vision
conditions. No other interactions (p-value ranges = 0.080 – 0.654) effects were found to be
significant.
There was a significant main effect of vision (F(1,24) = 11.249, p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.319,
observed power = .707) for SLSD, where participants had higher variability during eyes closed
condition. There were no significant main effects of group (p = 0.372), conditions (p =
0.342), or any interactions (p value ranges = 0.169 - 0.894).
A significant vision by group interaction (F (1,23) = 14.39, p <.01, ηp2 = .384, observed
power = .825) was observed for SW. Follow-up ANOVAs which compared eyes open to eyes
closed trials for each group separately, and the iSCI group to the neurotypical group for each
vision condition separately, did not reveal any differences between groups or vision
conditions. No other interactions (p-value ranges = 0.080 – 0.654) effects were found to be
significant. There was also a condition by group interaction (F(4,92) = 3.784, p <.01, ηp2 =
.141, observed power = .698) for SW. Follow-up comparisons were done within each
condition separately to look at the effects of modalities between groups. Independent sample
t-tests showed that pwiSCI had larger SW compared to neurotypical individuals during the
NT (p<.01), cane (p<.01), rail (p<.01), and anchors (p<.01) conditions. There were no
significant differences between groups for SW for the condition of the pole. To further
investigate the effect of the poles on SW and to determine if using the poles would bring
pwiSCI SW values similar to neurotypical individuals when not using any modalities, an
independent t-test was run to compare SW for iSCI with the poles to SW for neurotypical
individuals in the NT condition. There was no significant difference for SW between pwiSCI
(M = 27.10, SD = 13.53) using poles and control (M = 27.11, SD = 12.74) during NT
condition, t(25) = 2.0, p = 0.57. Follow-up comparisons were also done looking at the effect
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of conditions separately within each group. Pairwise comparisons showed that pwiSCI
walked with a shorter step width using poles (p<.01) compared to NT conditions. No
significant differences using conditions were observed between control group (p-value ranges
= 0.02 – 0.587).
There was a significant main effect of vision (F(1,24) = 71.939, p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.750,
observed power = 1.000) for SWSD, where participants had higher variability during the eyes
closed condition. There were no significant main effects of group (p = 0.170), conditions (p =
0.050), or any interaction (p value ranges = 0.177-0.861).
A main effect of group (F (1,23) = 12.266, p <.01, ηp2 = .349, observed power = 0.749)
was also observed for MOSML, where pwiSCI had a higher MOSML compared to neurotypical
individuals. There was a significant main effect of vision (F (1,23) = 37.489, p <0.01, ηp2 =
0.620, observed power = 0.999) for MOSML, where participants had higher MOSML during
the eyes closed condition. There was no significant main effect of conditions (p = .054), or
any interactions (p value ranges = 0.012-0.350).
There was a significant main effect of vision (F(1,18) = 18.193, p <.01, ηp2 = 0.512,
observed power = 0.913) for MOSML variability (MOSMLSD), where all participants had
higher variability during the eyes closed condition. There were no significant main effects of
group (p = 0.023), conditions (p = 0.041), or any interaction (p value ranges = 0.028-0.819).
There was a main effect of group (F (1,24) = 8.305, p <0.01, ηp2 = 0.257, observed
power = 0.543) for MOSAP where pwiSCI had a smaller MOSAP compared to neurotypical
individuals. A main effect of condition was also observed for MOSAP (F(4,96) = 5.115, p <.01,
ηp2 = .176, observed power = .965) suggesting a larger MOSAP during the NT condition
compared to the railing condition. There was a significant main effect of vision (F (1,24) =
108.177, p <.01, ηp2 = .818, observed power = 1.000) for MOSAP, where MOSAP was higher
for the eyes open condition compared to the eyes closed condition. Interactions were not
significant between group, conditions, or vision (p value ranges = 0.045-0.702).
No significant main effects for group (p = 0.982), conditions (p = 0.945), or vision (p
= 0.639) were found for MOSAPSD. There were also no significant interactions (p-value
ranges = 0.061-0.870) between group, conditions, and vision for MOSAPSD.
Correlation analyses were not run for upper extremities proprioception scores as all of
the participants achieved maximal scores (see Table 3.1). Changes in outcome variables for
gait that were significantly different from the NT condition were not correlated to upper
extremities cutaneous (r-value range = 0.07- 0.954), lower extremities cutaneous (r-value
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range = 0.05- 0.672), or lower extremities proprioceptive (r-value range = 0.072- 0.779)
scores.
A Mann-Whitney test indicated that pwiSCI perceived an improvement in walking
balance only when using the cane during eyes open (p<.01) and eyes closed (p<.01)
conditions compared to the neurotypical individual group (Figure 3.2). No significant
differences were found between groups for each of the questions separately for each
modality: “How easy do you find using the anchors/cane/railing/poles while walking?” and
“Did you think using the anchors/cane/railing/poles impaired your balance during walking?”
(Table 3.3). Within-group differences showed that pwiSCI perceived an improvement in
walking balance when using the cane and railing during eyes open (p<.01) and eyes closed
(p<.01) conditions compared to the using anchors (Figure 3.3). No significant differences
were observed either between other modalities or for other questions.

Table 3.3: Mean (SD) values for VAS scores (0-10) for each modality separately across both
groups (SCI and controls).
PwiSCI
Questions

How easy was it to use the railing?
(0 = extremely easy, 10 = extremely difficult)
Did the use of railing improve walking?
(0 = did not improve at all, 10 = definitely
improved)
Did the use of railing impaired walking?
(0 = did not impaired at all, 10 = definitely
impaired)
How easy was it to use the anchors?
(0 = extremely easy, 10 = extremely difficult)
Did the use of anchors improve walking?
(0 = did not improve at all, 10 = definitely
improved)
Did the use of anchors impaired walking?
(0 = did not impaired at all, 10 = definitely
impaired)
How easy was it to use the poles?
(0 = extremely easy, 10 = extremely difficult)
Did the use of poles improve walking?
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Neurotypical
individuals
EO
EC
Mean Mean
(SD)
(SD)

EO
Mean
(SD)

EC
Mean
(SD)

0.9
(0.9)

1.6
(1.4)

0.9
(1.6)

0.7
(1.0)

5.7
(3.1)

6.6
(2.5)

2.9
(3.5)

5.3
(3.6)

1.0
(1.1)

1.2
(1.7)

1.1
(1.4)

1.8
(2.4)

1.0
(0.9)

2.7
(2.5)

0.6
(0.8)

0.9
(1.0)

3.1
(2.6)

3.9
(2.4)

1.9
(2.8)

2.5
(2.8)

0.8
(1.1)

1.9
(2.3)

0.6
(1.0)

1.0
(1.1)

2.4
(3.2)
4.9
(2.7)

2.7
(2.8)
5.9
(2.8)

0.8
(1.2)
3.0
(1.2)

1.1
(1.5)
4.0
(2.8)

(0 = did not improve at all, 10 = definitely
improved)
Did the use of poles impaired walking?
(0 = did not impaired at all, 10 = definitely
impaired)

0.6
(0.5)

0.7
(0.7)

0.8
(1.5)

1.3
(2.1)

How easy was it to use the cane?
(0 = extremely easy, 10 = extremely difficult)

1.0
(0.9)

2.1
(1.7)

0.5
(1.0)

0.9
(1.0)

5.8
(2.8)

7.6
(1.5)

1.8
(3.2)

2.5
(2.6)

0.6
(0.7)

0.5
(0.7)

0.8
(1.0)

0.8
(1.0)

Did the use of cane improve walking?
(0 = did not improve at all, 10 = definitely
improved)
Did the use of cane impaired walking?
(0 = did not impaired at all, 10 = definitely
impaired)

*PwiSCI: People with incomplete spinal cord injury, EO: eyes open, EC: Eyes closed, SD: Standard deviation,
VAS: Visual analog scale, SCI: Spinal cord injury, Control: Neurotypical individuals.

Figure 3.2: Visual analog scale (VAS) results for both groups for the question “Did using
a cane improve your walking balance during EO/EC condition?”; EO: eyes open, EC:
eyes closed, pwiSCI: People with incomplete spinal cord injury. Horizontal axis
representation: “0” = Did not improve balance; “10” = Definitely improved balance. *
Indicates p < .01.
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Figure 3.3: Visual analog scale (VAS) results for within-group differences for the
question “Did using cane/railing/anchors improve your walking balance during EO/EC
condition?”; EO: eyes open, EC: eyes closed, SCI: People with incomplete spinal cord
injury. Horizontal axis representation: “0” = Did not improve balance; “10”: Definitely
improved balance. * Indicates p < .01.

3.3 Discussion
This study examined the sensory contributions when using walking poles, a cane,
haptic anchors, and a railing on walking balance in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Our
primary hypothesis was not supported as the main effect of modalities didn’t indicate
improvement in walking balance for both groups. SW was wider for pwiSCI for all
conditions except for the poles suggesting the beneficial impact of added haptic input from
poles during walking. Conditions by group interaction showed that pwiSCI walked with a
similar SW to neurotypical individuals when using the poles. Further, the use of railing
decreased nSV, SL, and MOSAP for all participants suggesting a detrimental effect on
walking while lightly touching a railing. The poles, haptic anchors, and cane did not
significantly impact any of the outcome variables. Between-group comparisons suggest that
pwiSCI have impairments in their gait pattern compared to neurotypical individuals as
indicated by reduced nSV, a larger MOSML, and smaller MOSAP. Walking with eyes closed
resulted in reduced nSV, and MOSAP, and increased SLSD, SWSD, MOSML, and MOSMLSD for
all participants. Collectively the results suggest that pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals
depend on vision to regulate their balance control during walking. Even though haptic input
does change certain gait parameters, it was not sufficient to compensate for the lack of vision
during walking in this study. The lack of correlation between the sensory scores and changes
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in the outcome variables does not support our secondary hypothesis. Results suggest that the
cutaneous sensation of pwiSCI for our study did not impact the way they used any of the
modalities.
3.3.1 Main effects of group
Normalized SV and MOSAP&ML are important parameters for controlling walking
balance. Our finding that pwiSCI walked slower compared to neurotypical individuals is
similar to previous research [193]. PwiSCI may have deficits in somatosensory functioning,
muscle weakness, reduced joint range of motion, and a fear of falling [131], [184] which can
lead to pwiSCI adopting a predictive strategy of walking slowly with the COM positioned
closer to the posterior edge of the BOS [193], [194]. PwiSCI may use this strategy to increase
the posterior MOS to have a sufficient MOS to recover in the case of a backward loss of
balance based on prior experience and knowledge [3], [195].
Results also showed that the iSCI group had a larger MOSML and smaller MOSAP
compared to neurotypical individuals. Previous research has shown mixed results in terms of
the size of the MOS in individuals with neurological impairments during walking. [58], [59],
[196]. Adjusting the MOS during walking is important to avoid falls and one way to adjust
the MOS is by changing SL or SW. Usually, a larger MOS in people with walking
impairments is associated with a compensatory strategy to control COM movement and
maintain walking balance by changing SL (affecting MOSAP) and SW (affecting MOSML)
during walking [58], [59], [196]. For this study, pwiSCI walked slower and that may have
resulted in a smaller MOSAP compared to the neurotypical individuals. Shorter steps and
slower walking speed in pwiSCI may have moved the xCOM closer to the posterior edge of
the BOS and may have decreased the MOSAP [70]. A narrow SW for pwiSCI during all
walking conditions (except poles) may have led to the narrower BOS and reduced the
MOSML. Reduced SW with bilateral haptic input from poles suggests improvement in
walking performance for pwiSCI. People with balance impairments walk with wider steps toc
compensate for their balance impairments because of muscle weakness, spasticity, changes in
sensory-motor integration abilities, and lack of proprioception [43]. Along with the
magnitude of MOS, variability should also be considered too. There was no main effect of
group for MOSSD in either of the plane suggesting the ability of participants to maintain a
consistent MOS value during walking. An increase in variability is correlated to fall risk [49],
[197]; therefore it is important to consider the variability of the MOS data.
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3.3.2 Main effect of modalities
A main effect of modalities was seen for nSV, SL, and MOSAP. All participants
walked slower, with shorter SL, and reduced MOSAP when using a railing compared to the
NT condition. Furthermore, all participants walked with a shorter SL when using the railing
compared to any other walking condition (NT, poles, haptic anchors, and cane). Walking
slower, with shorter SL, and smaller MOSAP when using the railing suggests a cautious gait
strategy adopted by participants [88], [198]. These results are in line with a similar protocol
which examined the effect of light touch by a railing only (and not any other modality) on
walking balance in pwiSCI [70]. The reduction in walking velocity and shorter steps maybe
because of attentional demands required to control the finger location and contact force in
multiple degrees of freedom (vertical, AP, and ML planes) compared to the poles, cane, and
haptic anchors which may require less attention [70], [78], [90]. [71], [90]. Also, most
participants (n=27/30) did not regularly use a walking aid, so the novelty of the task may
have added to the attentional demands affecting the walking parameters [199]. A combination
of maintaining a light touch and using a modality (which most of the participants did not use
regularly) may have affected their walking which might lead to decreased SL and walking
speed [200]. There was a significant modality by group interaction for SW. Further
investigation showed that pwiSCI had wider steps compared to neurotypical individuals
during the NT, cane, haptic anchors, and railing conditions. The larger SW observed in
pwiSCI during NT and modalities (cane, railing, anchors) other than poles is indicative of a
compensatory strategy to control the COM movement in the ML direction to improve balance
control. This is an example of a predive balance control strategy is also a proactive strategy
used by individuals to maintain balance during walking [31]. Predictive balance control is
based on the estimation of perturbation based on experience or any falls. A reduction in SW
when using the poles suggests that pwiSCI were able to control their foot placements similar
to that of neurotypical individuals suggesting an improvement in balance control. One reason
that poles may help improve balance might be because of bilateral haptic input.
No changes in any of the outcome variables for all participants when lightly using a
cane or haptic anchors suggest no impact of added haptic input from those modalities on
walking balance control. These results suggest that lightly using a cane or haptic anchors
does not benefit or negatively affect balance control and so pwiSCI could use a cane with a
light touch without negatively impacting their walking and have the option of mechanical
support when required.
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3.3.3 Main Effects of Vision
All participants walked slower, with increased SLSD, SW, SWSD, MOSML, and
MOSMLSD, and reduced SL, MOSAP during the eyes-closed condition. Walking speed is a
vital sign and an indicator of functional status and overall health in a wide range of
neurological populations [184], [185]. All participants walked slower, with shorter SL and
wider BOS with their eyes closed which is associated with a cautious gait strategy to avoid
falls [184], [185]. An increase in MOSML and reduction in MOSAP might be because of the
cautious approach of participants during walking when vision is occluded and the
compensatory strategy to achieve walking balance [58], [59], [196]. The increased MOSML
and decreased MOSAP might be associated with an increase in SW and a decrease in SL,
respectively, during the eyes-closed condition.
An increase in variability for nSV, SL, and SW during non-challenging conditions
such as walking straight where adaptations are not required could also be an indicator of fall
risk and can suggest an impaired gait. An increase in SLSD and SWSD suggests a challenge to
the motor control system to produce consistent step placement during eyes-closed conditions
[50]. An increase in the MOSMLSD might indicate an inability of the motor system to control
the COM movements in the ML direction during the eyes-closed condition.
No interaction between modalities and vision suggests that additional sensory
information from the modalities did not compensate for the lack of vision in this study. These
results do not support our hypothesis that adding haptic input might compensate for the lack
of vision. In terms of sensory re-weighting, input from the visual system was prioritized over
added haptic input when both vision and added haptic input are available to maintain balance
during walking. Added haptic input was not able to compensate for the lack of visual input
during the eyes-closed condition. Vision and group interactions were found to be significant
for SL and SW, but follow-up results don’t find any significant differences between groups
for each of the vision conditions separately. This might be a case of a small effect size and
conservative alpha value (.01) across all variables.
3.3.4 Participant perceptions
Group differences in the perception of the utility of modalities for improving walking
balance suggest that pwiSCI believed their walking balance improved compared to
neurotypical individuals when using a cane during eyes open and eyes closed conditions.
Similarly, within-group differences showed that pwiSCI believe that cane and poles helped
improve walking balance compared to anchors. For neurotypical individuals, within-group
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differences for all questions were found to be not significant suggesting they did not perceive
any differences between modalities to help improve walking balance. These results suggest
that the participants with iSCI perceived their balance to be improved through added haptic
input provided by the cane more than the neurotypical individuals. PwiSCI perceived that the
poles and cane were more effective in improving balance, further suggesting the use of the
modalities as having a positive (poles and cane) or no (railing) impact on walking balance in
pwiSCI.
3.4 Limitations
The details about the level of impairment were derived from participants' medical
records. More accurate and up-to-date injury characteristics could have been obtained by
completing the [ASIA] International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal
Cord Injury exam [172]. Participants were instructed to use the modalities with a light touch;
however, it would have been useful to have extracted the force data from sensors on the
modalities to determine the exact amount of force that participants had applied. Attentional
demands when using haptic modalities were not measured. Since using haptic modalities
creates a dual-task condition [90] it would have been beneficial to identify whether different
modalities require different amounts of attention. Another limitation was the reporting of the
sex of the participant which assumed each participant was cisgender by their appearance.
Males are three times more likely to sustain an SCI as compared to females, making it
important to accurately report the sex of the participants [173], [174]. As males are more
likely to suffer from an SCI compared to females, it would be interesting to examine whether
males or females use haptic input differently. To study the effect of sex or gender on the use
of haptic input, future studies should obtain information from the participant directly. This
study was not sufficiently powered to examine the differences between sexes or across
different genders. Future studies can also look at the muscle activity with electromyography
(EMG) while using haptic input, as EMG can provide insight into the neuromuscular control
of standing and walking. In addition, the current study only utilized the data from one to three
strides obtained from performing multiple passes over a 10m platform. A higher number of
strides or data obtained from walking over a longer distance may produce more reliable
results [201].
3.5 Conclusions
Adding haptic input from different walking aids altered gait parameters for both
groups. Lightly holding walking poles brought the SW values in pwiSCI closer to
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neurotypical individuals walking without modalities suggesting a beneficial impact of haptic
input from the poles. Adding haptic input from a railing impacted walking balance as
evidenced by reduced nSV, SL, and MOSAP. The cane and haptic anchors did not impact
(positively or negatively) walking balance. PwiSCI walked slower, with increased MOSML,
and decreased MOSAP compared to neurotypical individuals. All participants walked slower
with increased SLSD, SWSD, MOSMLSD, and decreased SL when their eyes were closed which
further reinforces the role of vision during walking. The upper and lower extremity sensory
scores did not affect the ability of pwiSCI to use added haptic input, which may suggest that
the postural configuration of walking with the outstretched arm alone may have contributed
to changes in balance control measures. Participant perceptions of using modalities suggest
that they believe cane and poles were most effective in improving walking balance. Future
research could examine the impact of arm orientation, added haptic input, or the combination
of both for all the modalities on balance control. Future research can investigate placebo trials
(pretending to walk with poles, cane, and walkers) to differentiate the contributions from arm
position and added sensory input for walking balance. Walking aids can be held lightly to
enhance balance control underscoring their versatility beyond just physical support.
3.6 Relevance of chapter three to the thesis
Research has shown that added haptic input from the railing and haptic anchors
helped improve walking balance in people with balance impairments and neurotypical
individuals [70], [72]. PwiSCI and neurotypical individuals could reweight sensory
information based on the external conditions and availability of sensory information. This
study examined the effects of added haptic input from different walking aids and haptic
anchors during walking in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Research has shown mixed
effects of added haptic input on walking balance in people with balance impairments and
with neurotypical individuals [73], [78]–[80]. Our study also showed mixed results with
added haptic input depending on the modalities tested with improvement (poles), impairment
(railing), or having no impact (cane, anchors) on walking balance. Lightly touching a railing
during walking reduced walking speed, step length ad MOSAP. These results align with
previous research which showed that both pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals rely on vision
for added haptic input [78], [181], [190]. Similarly, our study confirms that pwiSCI have
greater gait impairments compared to neurotypical individuals [44], [70]. The absence of
group-by-modality interaction suggests that both pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals may be
able to use the added haptic input similarly. Positive or no impact of added haptic input
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suggests that people with balance impairments who use walking aids can benefit from the
multiuse of walking aids through light touch or mechanical support to help prevent balance
loss. The findings of this research along with the previous research have opened possibilities
to assess the effect of added haptic input from more walking aids such as four-wheeled
walkers. Comparing differences in walking when using light touch or mechanical support
could provide an insight into whether light touch is equally effective in improving balance as
mechanical support.
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Chapter four
Study three: Investigating the sensory contributions of a walker and haptic anchors on
the walking balance control in people with multiple sclerosis.
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the sensory contributions of four-wheeled
walkers (4WW) and haptic anchors on walking balance control in people with multiple
sclerosis (pwMS). Methods: Thirty people with and 28 without (age- and sex-matched
neurotypical individuals: control group) multiple sclerosis (MS) were recruited. Walking
balance was evaluated as participants walked for 10 m under four different conditions:
putting weight through the handles of a 4WW (4WW-W), lightly touching the handles of a
4WW (4WW-LT), holding haptic anchors (small weights on strings), or not touching any
external modality (no touch: NT). Stride length, gait speed, cadence, the relative amount of
time spent in the DS phase (%DS), lateral step variability (LSV), and mediolateral trunk
range of motion (ML-tROM) were measured using inertial-based sensors (Mobility Lab,
APDM). A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) examined within-and betweengroup differences (α = .01). Cutaneous and proprioceptive sensations were evaluated in the
upper extremities and lower extremities of pwMS. Clinical tests such as the Symbol Digit
Modality Test (SDMT) and Patient Determined Disease Steps (PDDS) were performed for
pwMS. Physical disability was collected according to the PDDS which was self-report and
cognitive impairment was assessed according to the SDMT. The change in outcome measures
that significantly changed when haptic input was added was correlated to the sensory scores,
SDMT, and PDDS using Pearson’s (normally distributed data) or Spearman’s (non-normally
distributed data) correlations (α = .01). Participant perceptions of the ease and usefulness of
each modality as well as the perceived effect of each modality on walking performance were
evaluated using visual analog scales (VAS). A non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U) was
used to identify within and between-group differences for VAS scores (α = .01). Results:
Group effects showed pwMS spent significantly more time in the DS phase compared to
neurotypical individuals. There was a main effect of modalities for all outcome variables.
Gait speed and stride length were significantly reduced for all participants when the 4WW
(LT &W) and haptic anchors conditions were compared to the NT condition. Cadence
reduced significantly when using a 4WW (LT & W) compared to NT. All participants spent
less time in the DS phase in the 4WW-W condition compared to 4WW-LT and haptic
anchors. All modalities reduced ML-tROM compared to the NT condition. LSV was reduced
with a 4WW (LT & W) compared to haptic anchors and NT conditions. Cutaneous
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sensations, SDMT, and PDDS were not correlated to any of the outcome measures. PwMS
perceived that their balance improved more when using a 4WW (LT&W) condition
compared to neurotypical individuals. Within-group differences for VAS scores suggest that
pwMS perceive that the 4WW-LT condition improved walking balance more compared to the
4WW-W condition. Conclusions and Discussions: Modalities in the form of 4WW and
haptic anchors altered gait patterns as seen by a reduction in gait speed, stride length, and
cadence. Adding only haptic input (4WW-LT or haptic anchors condition) reduced MLtROM similar to the 4WW-W condition (haptic input + mechanical support) for all
participants. PwMS could be encouraged to use a 4WW lightly to support walking balance.
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4.0 Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inflammatory, degenerative disease of the central
nervous system (CNS) and the most widespread, nontraumatic cause of disability in adults
around the world [6]. By September 2020, Canada had over 98,000 people with MS (pwMS)
[202] and this number is expected to increase to 133,635 by 2031 [147]. Eighty-five percent
of pwMS experience impairments in their gait and mobility resulting from interruption of
motor and sensory pathways due to demyelination, axonal loss, and nerve degeneration [203]
[138]. PwMS have sensory and motor deficits, muscle weakness, and balance problems [6].
Poor balance leads to an increased rate of falls, fear of falling, decreased confidence during
walking, compromised community participation, and reduced quality of life [178], [203].
Novel strategies are needed to address walking balance challenges in pwMS, which can
further improve daily activities such as walking and help reduce falls [178].
Impairments in sensorimotor integration affect walking and can lead to falls and fallrelated injuries [6], [46]. Augmented information about the body’s orientation in space can be
achieved through added haptic input from the upper extremities [15], [72]. Haptic input refers
to the combined sensations from cutaneous and proprioceptive receptors while touching an
object in the environment such as a fixed railing [15], [69]) or non-fixed surfaces like a 4WW
or haptic anchors [15]. [72]. [73]. Haptic input is distinguished from a supporting force by
relatively low contact (>1N) with any external devices [69]. Studies have shown that adding
haptic input can partially compensate for sensory loss and improve balance control in older
adults [75], people with Parkinson’s disease [74], pwiSCI [15], and stroke [76]. People with
more upper extremities cutaneous sensation and less lower extremity proprioception may
benefit more from added haptic input [15]. Added haptic input from touching a fixed surface
(e.g., a stable platform) can improve standing balance in pwMS [14]; however, fixed surfaces
are not practical for community mobility, especially when walking outside. Haptic anchors
and 4WWs are bilateral, non-fixed modalities that can add haptic input and allow movement
through different environments (e.g., community walking). Walking aids improve balance
control in older adults [100], in people with stroke [101], and in people with poor balance
control [97]. Unfortunately, continuous use of walking aids (more than six months) can lead
to repetitive stress injury and joint pain in the UE [97], [104]–[106]. Using a walking aid
lightly may produce adequate sensory information to alter or improve gait without resulting
in upper extremities discomfort.
Research has shown that different modalities in the form of haptic anchors [72], and
4WW [204] are useful in improving walking balance in adults; however, it is not clear if
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these modalities improve balance equally or if one has an advantage over the other. The
primary objective of this study was to investigate the effects of added haptic input when
using 4WW-LT and haptic anchors on walking balance in pwMS and neurotypical
individuals compared to 4WW-W (haptic input + mechanical support) and NT (not touching
any modality). We hypothesized that participants in both groups (MS and neurotypical
individuals) would show an improvement in walking balance when using the 4WW-LT and
using haptic anchors compared to walking unaided due to the added haptic input when using
the modalities. Also, participants in both groups would show improvement in walking
balance when in the 4WW-LT and haptic anchors conditions similar to the 4WW-W
condition.
The benefits of haptic input arise from both cutaneous and proprioceptive inputs;
therefore, the secondary objective was to see if there was any correlation between the sensory
impairments of pwMS and changes in walking with the haptic anchors and 4WW compared
to walking unaided. We expected to see that pwMS with reduced lower extremities sensation
and intact upper extremities sensation may be able to use the added sensory input to better
walking balance [15]. This study also included exploratory objectives; one was to examine
the correlation between physical and cognitive impairment screening tests (the PDDS and the
SDMT respectively) with a change in gait parameters. The second was to explore the
perception of use and effect of the modalities with visual analog scale (VAS) scores.
4.1 Methods
(Note: information about the methodology that is repeated from chapters 2 and 3 is
italicized so the reader can choose to review here and/or in chapters 2 or 3 as desired).
PwMS were recruited from a longitudinal research database established at the
Saskatoon MS clinic [205]. Age (±3 years) and sex-matched neurotypical individuals
(controls group) were recruited through word of mouth and advertisements in the community.
Inclusion criteria included individuals who were 18 years of age or older, diagnosed with MS
by a physician (pwMS only), and able to walk 25 feet without the use of any aids or support.
Exclusion criteria included any condition (other than MS) or injury that could impair standing
balance control (e.g., spinal cord injury, vestibular impairment, etc.). The study was reviewed
and approved by the University of Saskatchewan Biomedical ethics review board (Bio #
206). All participants provided informed consent before data collection.
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4.1.1 Protocol & instrumentation
Age was self-reported, while height and mass (Seca, Chino, USA) were measured for
all participants at the start of data collection. Sex was assumed by the researcher based on
perceived gender identity and a cis-gender assumption. To look at the effects of cognitive
impairments and patients' self-reported disability scores; the SDMT and PDDS scores were
correlated to the changes in walking seen when using the haptic anchors and 4WW. PwMS
completed the PDDS form and the SDMT was assessed by one of the researchers [24], [25].
PDDS is a valid and reliable patient-reported outcome measure of disability in pwMS where
scores vary from zero (mild symptoms, mostly mild sensory impairments, and no limit to
activity) to eight (bedridden and cannot sit in a wheelchair for more than one hour) [208],
[209]. The SDMT is a sensitive measure to screen for changes in cognitive processing speed
over time in pwMS [210]. Participants were also asked if they used any indoor or outdoor
walking aids.
Proprioception was measured bilaterally at the elbow, wrist, distal phalanx of the
index finger, ankle, and distal phalanx of the big toe [161]. Participants were instructed to
close their eyes and verbally state the direction of ~10° movement when their forearm, hand,
finger, foot, or toe (respectively), was moved up or down for six repetitions. Cutaneous
pressure sensation was tested bilaterally in the upper and lower limbs using monofilaments
ranging from 2.8-6.65 grams of force when applied (Baseline Evaluation instruments, New
York, USA) [15], [211]. With their eyes closed, participants were asked to report the
perception of the monofilament touching the skin on the plantar surface of the big toe, heel,
the palmar distal end of the index finger, and on locations around the palm where the haptic
anchor cords and handles of the 4WW would contact the skin. The number of correct
responses was recorded, and an overall measure of the upper and lower extremities'
proprioception and cutaneous scores were calculated. Maximum possible scores for upper
extremities and lower extremities cutaneous were 72 and 144, respectively. The maximum
possible proprioceptive sensation scores were 24 for both upper and lower extremities.
Walking was measured with a portable inertial-based sensor system (Mobility Lab
version 02, APDM., Inc Portland, Oregon, USA). Seven sensors were attached to the body
with fabric straps at the forehead, front of the torso, wrists, back of the waist, and feet.
Participants were asked to walk 10 m under four experimental conditions: 4WW-W, 4WWLT, dragging haptic anchors, and NT (Figure 4.1). During the haptic anchor trials,
participants were asked to keep the strings of the haptic anchors taut while dragging the
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weights on the floor. For the 4WW-LT condition, participants were asked to touch the 4WW
handles as lightly as possible which was visually confirmed through vigilant monitoring by
the researchers. For the 4WW-W condition, participants were asked to put their weight
through the 4WW handles. Participants completed each experimental condition in a random
order totalling four walking trials. There were 4-5 strides per condition for each participant.

Figure 4.1: Participant walking under different conditions while wearing the mobility lab sensors: a) without
touching any modalities (NT); b) using haptic anchors; c) lightly touching the 4WW (4WW-LT), and d) using
the 4WW when supporting weight on the handles (4WW-W).

4.1.2 Outcome measures
Walking was quantified using spatiotemporal parameters including stride length, gait
speed, cadence, and %DS. Research suggests that individuals with one or more falls in the
last six months had shorter stride lengths compared to non-fallers [212] indicating that a
decrease in stride length is an indicator of decreased ability to maintain balance [203], [213],
[214]. Gait speed is an important clinical screening tool and a predictor of health in pwMS
[215], [216] as pwMS often have a slower gait speed [217]. A decrease in gait speed is also
suggestive of an added challenge or dual-task nature related to the addition of haptic input
[187], while faster gait speed suggests improved control of walking [218]. Cadence
(steps/minute) combined with stride length can determine the speed of ambulation [219].
PwMS have a slower cadence compared to healthy neurotypical individuals contributing to a
slower walking speed [220]. People who had fallen in the past six months spent more time in
%DS indicative of a cautious gait [46], [213], [221], [162].
Walking balance was evaluated using mediolateral trunk range of motion (ML-tROM)
and lateral step variability (LSV). An increase in ML-tROM combined with slower gait speed
is indicative of impaired balance control [64], [60]. An increase in LSV (cm), the
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perpendicular deviation of the middle foot placement from the line connecting the first and
the third foot placement, is associated with impaired gait [51], [52].
Visual analog scales (VAS) were used to evaluate participant perceptions of the ease
and usefulness of each modality as well as the perceived effect of each modality on their
walking performance. The questions were asked for each modality separately and included:
“How easy do you find using the (anchors/4WW-LT/4WW-W) while walking?” (0=
extremely easy, 10 = extremely difficult); “Did you think using the (anchors/4WWLT/4WW-W) improved your balance during walking?” (0= did not improve at all, 10 =
Definitely improved); “Did you think using the (anchors/4WW-LT/4WW-W) impaired your
balance during walking?” (0= did not impair at all, 10 = Definitely impaired).
4.1.3 Statistical analysis
SPSS v27 (IBM Corp. Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analyses. Mean,
standard deviation (SD), and ranges were obtained for participant group characteristics. Age,
height, and mass were examined between groups (pwMS and control) using an independent
sample t-test (α = .05). Data apart from age, height, and mass (demographics data) were
examined for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and log-transformation was done for nonnormal data (LSV and ML-tROM). RM-ANOVAs were run with conditions (NT, haptic
anchors, 4WW-LT, and 4WW-W) as within-participant factors, and group (pwMS and
control) as a between-participant factor for each outcome variable. Significant main effects
were examined with pairwise comparisons and interactions were further examined with RMANOVAs.
To examine the relationship between sensory abilities of pwMS and outcome
variables, the percentage change from the NT condition was calculated (equation 4.1) and
was correlated with the proprioception and cutaneous sensation scores that changed with the
added haptic input were included [15]; SDMT, and PDDS scores; using Pearson’s correlation
for normally distributed data and Spearman’s correlation for non-normally distributed data.
% =
value during no−touch (NT)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 4𝑊𝑊−𝑊,4𝑊𝑊−𝐿𝑇,𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(

𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑁𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

)∗

100 ………………………………………………………………………………..Equation 4.1
A non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U) was used to identify VAS differences
within and between-group perceptions of the ease and usefulness of haptic modalities as well
as the perceived effect of each modality on their walking performance [191]. The level of
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significance was set at α=.01 for all comparisons to accommodate the multiple comparisons
and to mitigate the risk of type 1 error.
A priori sample size calculations for differences between conditions for the gait
velocity was conducted using a previous study [222]. A factorial ANOVA conducted for gait
velocity using the main effects of group (pwMS, control group) (η2= .62, α = .05, and β =.95)
yielded a total sample size of 48 for both the groups (24 per group). For the current study, we
recruited a total of 58 participants to ensure adequate power.
4.2 Results
Thirty pwMS and 28 age-and sex-matched neurotypical individuals participated in the
study. No significant differences were present between MS and control groups for age, mass,
and height (p>.05) (Table 4.1). Mean and SD values for all outcome variables for both groups
are shown in table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Summary of participants (pwMS and control) demographics for MS walking
study.
Participant characteristics
Sex (female: male)
Mean age in years (range)
Mean mass in kg (SD)
Mean height in cm (SD)
Mean duration of MS in years
(range)
Primary progressive MS: secondary
progressive MS: relapsing-remitting
MS
PDDS score
(Median: range: max possible score)
UE cutaneous sensation score
(Median: range: max possible score)
LE cutaneous sensation scores
(Median: range: max possible score)
UE proprioception scores
(Median: range: max possible score)
LE proprioception scores
(Median: range: max possible score)

pwMS (n = 30)
15:15
51.0 (19-69)
79.0 (16.7)
173.0 (8.3)

Control (n = 28)
15:13
48.9 (20-69)
78.1 (17.8)
172.5 (10.4)

p-value
0.51
0.96
0.83

11.5 (1-31)

-

-

4:6:20

-

-

2:0-6:8

-

-

57:0-72:72

-

-

81:15-115:144

-

-

24:12-24:24

-

-

24:18-24:24

-

-

*pwMS: people with Multiple sclerosis, SD: Standard Deviation, PDDS: Patient Determined Disease, Score,
UE: Upper extremity; LE: Lower extremity, MS: Multiple sclerosis, Control: Neurotypical individuals.
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Table 4.2: Mean (SD) values for outcome measures across groups (MS and control) and
conditions (modalities) for MS walking study.
Outcome
variables

Group

No-touch

Anchors

4WW-LT

4WW-W

PwMS

1.2 (0.1)

1.1 (0.1)

1.0 (0.1)

1.1 (0.2)

Controls

1.2 (0.1)

1.2 (0.1)

1.1 (0.1)

1.2 (0.2)

PwMS

1.0 (0.2)

1.0 (0.2)

0.8 (0.2)

0.9 (0.2)

Controls

1.1 (0.2)

1.1 (0.2)

0.9 (0.2)

1.1 (0.2)

Time spent in
DS phase (%)

PwMS

23.1 (3.9)

23.6 (4.4)

24.2 (4.7)

22.6 (4.9)

Controls

20.0 (3.5)

20.2 (3.5)

21.0 (4.5)

18.7 (4.9)

Cadence
(steps/minute)

PwMS

104.0 (9.6)

103.0 (10.4)

98.0 (11.1)

98.2 (11.5)

Controls

108.9 (12.1)

106.9 (11.8)

101.8 (13.3)

105.9 (15.9)

PwMS

3.8 (1.5)

3.4 (2.3)

2.4 (1.0)

2.1 (0.9)

Controls

2.7 (1.6)

2.2 (1.0)

1.9 (0.7)

1.9 (0.7)

PwMS

5.5 (2.5)

4.3 (2.3)

3.7 (1.7)

3.1 (1.4)

Controls

5.2 (2.2)

3.3 (1.6)

2.9 (1.2)

3.3 (1.2)

Stride length (m)
Gait speed (m/s)

LSV (cm)
ML-tROM
(degree)

*pwMS: people with Multiple sclerosis, SD: Standard Deviation, DS: Double Support, LSV: lateral Step
variability, ML-tROM: Medio-lateral range of Motion, 4WW-LT: Lightly touching a four-wheeled walker,
4WW-W: using the walker when supporting weight on the handles, MS: Multiple sclerosis, Controls:
Neurotypical individuals

There was a significant main effect of modalities for stride length (F (3,144) = 47.208,
p<.01, ηp2 = 0.496, observed power = 1.0). Pairwise comparisons showed that stride length
was longer in the NT condition compared to haptic anchors (p<.01), 4WW-LT (p<.01),
4WW-W (p<.01). When using 4WW-LT, participants had shorter stride lengths compared to
haptic anchors (p<.01), and 4WW-W (p<.01). There was no main effect of group (F (1,48) =
2.394, p = .128, ηp2 = .047, observed power = 0.140) or any group by modality interaction (F
(3,144)

= 0.213, p = 0.887, ηp2 = .004, observed power = 0.023) for stride length.
There was a main effect of modalities for gait speed (F (3,147) = 43.697, p<.01, ηp2 =

0.471, observed power = 1.0). Pairwise comparisons showed slower speeds in the anchors
(p<.01), 4WW-LT (p<.01), and 4WW-W (p<.01) conditions compared to the NT condition.
Gait speed using 4WW-LT was also slower compared to using the anchors (p<.01) and
4WW-W (p<.01). No significant differences were observed between anchors and 4WW-W
conditions for gait speed. There was no main effect of group (F (1,49) = 4.334, p = 0.04, ηp2 =
.081, observed power = .286) or any group by modality interaction (F (3,147) = .213, p = 0.49,
ηp2 = .015, observed power = 0.08) for gait speed.
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There was a main effect of modalities for cadence (F (3,147) = 21.742, p <.01, ηp2 =
0.307, observed power = 1.0). Pairwise comparison for modalities showed a lower cadence
when using 4WW-LT (p<.01) and 4WW-W (p<.01) compared to the NT condition. Also,
cadence was significantly smaller when using 4WW-LT (p<.01) compared to the haptic
anchors. No significant differences were observed between either 4WW conditions or
between the haptic anchors and NT conditions. There was no main effect of group (F (1,49) =
2.062, p = 0.10, ηp2 = .040, observed power = 0.283) or any group by modality interaction (F
(3,147)

= 1.262, p = .290, ηp2 = 0.027, observed power = 0.144) for cadence.
There was also an effect of modalities for %DS (F (2.453,120.184) = 11.319, p<.01, ηp2 =

0.188, observed power = 0.984). Pairwise comparisons for modalities showed that
participants have higher %DS for anchors and 4WW-LT when compared to 4WW-W (figure
4.2). There were also significant group effects (F (1,49) = 8.937, p<.01, ηp2 = 0.154, observed
power = 0.623) for %DS, where the MS group spent relatively more time in DS compared to
neurotypical individuals (Figure 4.2). No significant group by modalities interactions were
found for %DS (F (3,147) = 0.573, p = .634, ηp2 = 0.012, observed power = 0.054).
There was a main effect of modalities for LSV (F (3,138) = 12.106, p<.01, ηp2 = 0.208,
observed power = 0.997). Pairwise comparisons for modalities showed smaller LSV when
using 4WW-W compared to NT (p<.01) and anchors (p<.01). LSV was smaller for 4WW-LT
when compared to NT. No significant differences were observed between NT and anchors
conditions, between 4WW-LT and anchors, or between 4WW-LT and 4WW-W conditions.
There was no main effect of group (F (1,46) = 6.951, p = .011, ηp2 = .131, observed power =
.486) or any group by modality (F (3,138) = 1.262, p = 0.290, ηp2 = .027, observed power =
0.144) for LSV.
There was a main effect of modalities for ML-tROM (F(3,147) = 50.445, p<0.01, ηp2 =
0.507, observed power = 1.000). ML-tROM reduced under all modality conditions when
compared to NT but did not differ among modality conditions. There was no main effect of
group (F (1,49) = 1.346, p = .252, ηp2 = .027, observed power = 0.073) or any group by
modality interaction (F (3,147) = 2.393, p = .071, ηp2 = .073, observed power = .609) for MLtROM.
Correlation analyses were not run for upper extremities and lower extremities
proprioception scores as most of the participants had the maximal scores. Changes in
outcome variables were not correlated to upper extremities (r-value range = 0.05- 0.93) or
lower extremities (r-value range = 0.05- 0.87) cutaneous scores. There were also no
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significant correlations between the changes in outcome variables and PDDS (r-value range =
0.06 -0.88), SDMT(r-value range = 0.04-0.95), and duration of MS (r-value = 0.05- 0.91).

Figure 4.2: Mean relative time spent in double support (%DS) phase (+/- SE) for people multiple sclerosis
(pwMS) (left) and neurotypical group (right), *= p < .01. NT= no touch on any modality; 4WW-LT= lightly
touching the 4WW; 4WW-W= using the walker when supporting weight on the handles

VAS scores
The Mann-Whitney test identified that pwMS perceived a greater improvement in
walking balance when using the 4WW (4WW-LT (p<.01) and 4WW-W (p<.01)) compared
to the control group (Figure 4.3). No significant differences were found between groups for
the questions: “How easy do you find using the haptic anchors/4WW-LT/4WW-W while
walking?” and “Did you think using the anchors/4WW-LT/4WW-W impaired your balance
during walking?” (Table 4.3). Within-group differences showed that pwMS perceived a
greater improvement in walking balance when using the 4WW-LT (p<.01) compared to
4WW-W (Figure 4.4). No significant differences were observed for any other question for
either pwMS or the control group.
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Table 4.3: Mean (SD) values for VAS scores (0-10) for each modality separately across both
groups (MS and controls).
PwMS

Control group

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

How easy was it to use the anchors?

0.6 (0.8)

0.4 (0.7)

Did the use of anchors improve walking?

4.2 (3.0)

2.5 (2.6)

Did the use of anchors impair walking?

0.7 (1.6)

0.6 (1.3)

How easy was it to use the 4WW-LT?

1.3 (1.8)

0.5 (0.8)

Did the use of 4WW-LT improve walking?

6.5 (3.2)

3.3 (3.3)

Did the use of 4WW-LT impair walking?

0.6 (1.2)

0.7 (1.3)

How easy was it to use the 4WW-W?

1.2 (2.1)

0.5 (0.8)

Did the use of 4WW-W improve walking?

6.5 (3.4)

3.5 (3.7)

Did the use of 4WW-W impair walking?

0.4 (0.8)

0.4 (0.7)

Question

*pwMS = people with Multiple sclerosis, SD = Standard Deviation, 4WW-LT = Lightly touching a fourwheeled walker, 4WW-W: using the walker when supporting weight on the handles, EO = Eyes open, EC =
Eyes closed, Control = Neurotypical individuals.

Figure 4.3: Visual analog scale (VAS) results for both groups for the question “Did using a 4WW-LT/4WW-W
improve your walking balance ?”; 4WW-LT = lightly touching the handles of a four-wheeled walker, 4WW-W
= putting weight through the handles of a walker, MS = Multiple sclerosis group, control = Neurotypical
individuals group, Horizontal axis representation: “0” = Did not improve balance; “10” = Definitely improved
balance * Indicates p < .01.
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Figure 4.4: Visual analog scale (VAS) results for within-group differences for the question “Did using 4WWLT/Haptic anchors improve your walking balance?”; MS = Multiple sclerosis group. Horizontal axis
representation: “0” = Did not improve balance ; “10”: definitely improved balance, * Indicates p < .01

4.3 Discussion
This study examined the sensory contributions of 4WW and haptic anchors on
walking balance in pwMS and neurotypical individuals. All modalities altered walking
performance (LSV and ML-tROM) and spatiotemporal gait parameters (stride length, gait
speed, cadence, and %DS) for all participants. Group differences showed that pwMS had a
longer duration in the DS phase compared to neurotypical individuals suggesting a cautious
gait for pwMS. When haptic input was added, pwMS and neurotypical individuals responded
similarly. Clinical scores including sensory impairments, PDDS, and SDMT were not
correlated to any of the outcome variables that significantly changed with added haptic input.
4.3.1 The main effect of group
Duration of the DS phase is an important parameter for understanding walking
balance control as it is associated with fear of falling [112]. Our finding that % DS was
greater in pwMS compared to neurotypical individuals aligns with previous research [213],
[214]. PwMS who spend more relative time in DS have balance challenges and had more
falls in the previous six months [46], [213], [221]. A prolonged DS phase has been identified
as a predictive strategy related to the fear of falling, spasticity, and motor weakness common
in pwMS [26], [148], [223]. In this study, the increased duration of DS may also be due to a
slower walking speed. Although, an increase in %DS has been shown to indicate reduced
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balance control, an increase in %DS is also a compensatory strategy adopted by individuals
that are more likely to fall [148]. Mechanically an increase in %DS increases the size of the
BOS, allowing a greater area for COM movements.
The absence of significant differences between groups for other outcome variables
might be because the cohort of pwMS in this study was high functioning as seen by the low
PDDS score. A median of “2” for the PDDS score for pwMS suggests that the pwMS in this
study believed that they did not have any limitations in their walking ability. A lack of an
interaction effect between group and modalities suggests that pwMS responded similarly to
neurotypical individuals when walking with the modalities in this study.
4.3.2 Main effects of modalities
Results from this study are in line with previous research investigating the effects of
added haptic input on spatiotemporal and balance parameters of young adults [162], older
adults [79], and people with a spinal cord injury (SCI) [70]. Previous studies found
improvements in balance control, indicated by a decrease in trunk sway and reduced step
variability [79], [224] with added haptic input during walking. Also, similar changes in
spatiotemporal parameters were seen with the addition of haptic input during walking in
neurotypical individuals [73] pwMS, and pwSCI [14], [70].
Our finding that modalities led to a reduction in gait speed, stride length, and cadence
when compared to the no-touch condition has been previously reported [72], [73], [225].
Reduced stride length and cadence may have led to slower walking speeds [226]. A reduction
in gait speed when using the haptic anchors could be due to the reduced stride length when
using this modality. There was a reduction in cadence when using the 4WW (LT & W) and in
stride length for all modalities compared to the NT condition which might have led to
reduced gait speed in the 4WW conditions. Research has shown that stride length either
remained the same or decreased when first-time users walked with a 4WW compared to
experienced users [225]. The reduction in these parameters may be due to the novelty of the
task as most (n=55/58) of the participants had no or very little experience using a 4WW as
indicated by their answers when asked: “if they had used any walking aids in the past.” The
reduced stride length could also be due to the 4WW frame which might have compelled
participants to walk with shorter steps. Another possible reason for the reduction in gait
speed, cadence, and stride length in 4WW-LT and haptic anchors conditions might be the
increased attentional demands associated with maintaining a light touch [90], [198].
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Increased attentional demands may be present when maintaining a light touch on the 4WW
and/or keeping the anchors grounded during walking.
Another spatiotemporal parameter altered with the addition of added sensory input
was the time spent in the DS phase. Participants had significantly less time in the DS phase in
the 4WW-W condition compared to the haptic anchors and 4WW-LT conditions.
Mechanically, more time spent in the DS phase leads to greater stability as both feet are on
the ground for a greater portion of the gait cycle. Research has shown that when participants
use modalities mechanically (weight transfer on upper extremities as in the 4WW-W
condition), it reduces the time spent in the DS phase [227]. The reduction in the %DS values
when walking in the 4WW-W condition may be also attributed to the increased comfort and
confidence using the 4WW-W as demonstrated by the VAS scores for all participants.
The haptic anchors and 4WW (LT & W) conditions were equally effective in
reducing ML-tROM for all participants. The similarities suggest that purely sensory input in
the form of haptic anchors or light touch on a 4WW is as effective in reducing ML-tROM
compared to the sensory input plus mechanical support in the 4WW-W condition. Another
possible reason for the reduction in ML-tROM is the outstretched position of the arms. [73].
The outstretched arm configuration has been shown to provide stabilizing effects even
without haptic input effects; further reducing the ML-tROM [73]. For this study we did not
find any group differences for ML-tROM; however, studies suggest that pwMS and older
adults with higher ML-tROM combined with slower gait speed had more falls compared to
neurotypical individuals [64], [60]. PwMS who have higher ML-tROM may find it useful to
lightly touch the handles of a 4WW to reduce ML-tROM during walking. A light touch on
the walker also could reduce the risk of overuse injuries from weight-bearing through the
arms.
Participants had a significantly smaller LSV when using the 4WW (LT & W)
compared to NT and haptic anchors conditions. A decrease in step variability indicates
improved balance control and reduced fall risk [224], [228]. No significant differences were
found between the 4WW-LT and 4WW-W conditions suggesting that the sensory input
provided by lightly touching a walker was equally effective in reducing LSV as walking with
both sensory input and mechanical support (4WW-W). One of the reasons that haptic anchors
might not be as effective in reducing LSV is that they are a purely sensory modality [229]
whereas a 4WW can be used to support body weight if required. A reduced LSV may also be
because of the presence of the 4WW frame which might have compelled participants to walk
with a consistent step width to avoid hitting the frame with their feet.
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4.3.3 Correlation to sensory scores and clinical assessment
There was a lack of correlation between the changes in outcome variables and sensory
scores. These results might indicate that the level of cutaneous and proprioceptive
impairment does not impact the use of the haptic anchors or the 4WW (LT & W) during
walking. These results are in line with previous research examining the walking balance in
people with incomplete SCI after adding haptic input by lightly touching a railing [57]. An
increase in the attentional demands of walking while using the modalities may have
attenuated the effects of haptic input diminishing the possibility of a correlation. Also, the
majority of the pwMS were able to at least perceive the monofilament of 4.31g indicating
intact sensation [211]. We propose that future studies could examine pwMS with more
extensive LE sensory impairments who may respond differently to added sensory input.
No correlation with the SDMT test might suggest that the ability to use haptic input
does not depend upon the level of cognitive impairments in pwMS. All participants had a
PDDS score of 4 or less suggesting that most were independent walkers. People with higher
PDDS scores might use added haptic input differently as they will be lower functioning
compared to this cohort.
4.3.4 Participant perceptions
As anticipated, group differences in the perception of the use of modalities for
improving walking balance suggested that pwMS believed their walking balance improved
more compared to neurotypical individuals when using a 4WW (LT & W). PwMS did not
perceive haptic anchors to be useful in improving walking balance possibly because the
haptic anchors would not provide any mechanical support in the event of a loss of balance.
No differences between the perception of balance improvements between 4WW conditions
suggest that pwMS rated their perception of improved balance control similarly to the 4WWLT and 4WW-W conditions. Within-group differences for the pwMS showed that individuals
perceived their balance improved more when using 4WW-LT compared to 4WW-W
suggesting that pwMS may benefit from using light touch on a 4WW if they lack the upper
extremity strength to use the 4WW with constant mechanic support. One participant said that
due to a lack of upper extremities strength and pain while using the 4WW, they stopped using
the 4WW in their everyday life. Results from this study combined with the participant
feedback suggest that light touch only from a 4WW may improve walking balance and is a
viable option, especially for people with upper extremities injuries or weakness.
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4.4 Limitations
The majority of the pwMS in this study had only mild to moderate disability;
therefore, the results may not be generalizable to more advanced levels of disability. The
study results are also limited by the fact that our methods did not quantify light touch.
Although instructions were given to the participants to use the 4WW lightly during the
4WW-LT condition and vigilant monitoring was done by the research assistant to ensure the
LT protocol was followed, it would have been useful to have sensors on the walker to
determine the exact amount of force that participants applied while using the 4WW. Another
limitation was the reporting of the sex of the participant which assumed each participant was
cisgender by their appearance. Due to certain limitations with the mobility lab, I was able to
find any studies reading the reliability and validity of ML-tROM. Females are three times
more are likely to be affected with MS compared to males, except for PPMS where there is
no disparity between sex [141]. As females are more likely to suffer from MS compared to
males, it would be interesting to examine whether males or females use haptic input
differently. To study the effect of sex or gender on the use of haptic input, future studies
should obtain information from the participant directly. This study was not sufficiently
powered to examine the differences between sexes or across different genders. An additional
limitation was that in this study we could not examine the correlation between the sensory
scores and change in the outcome variable when using a modality as most of the pwMS had
intact sensation (at least perceived the monofilament of 4.31g). The LSV variable has not
been not validated nor is the equation used to calculated LSV known; therefore, the results
from LSV should be interpreted with caution.
4.5 Conclusions
This study examined the effects of sensory contributions of a 4WW and haptic
anchors on the walking balance of pwMS and neurotypical individuals. PwMS walked more
cautiously compared to neurotypical individuals as indicated by a longer DS phase. Added
haptic input in the form of anchors and light touch on a 4WW reduced ML-tROM and LSV
for both groups. LSV decreased when using the 4WW (LT & W) compared to the NT
condition. Added haptic input (haptic anchors & 4WW-LT) altered the gait pattern as shown
by a reduced gait speed, stride length, and prolonged DS phase suggesting a more cautious
gait when using modalities lightly compared to not using any modalities.
Adding haptic input improved walking consistency as shown by reduced LSV but this
was countered by changes in other spatiotemporal parameters such as reduced gait speed,
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cadence, and stride length. Our results showed that pwMS might benefit from using a 4WW
with a light touch. Light contact on the handles instead of constantly placing weight through
the handles may reduce upper extremities fatigue and possible overuse injuries. Further
research is warranted to understand how to use haptic input to improve balance and reduce
falls in people with MS. Research exploring the effects of added haptic input in pwMS with
higher PDDS scores and more significant sensory impairments is also warranted.
4.6 Relevance of chapter four to the thesis
This study examined the effects of added haptic input from four-wheeled walkers and
haptic anchors during walking in pwMS and neurotypical individuals. Evidence from this
study suggests that haptic input reduced the percent time in double support in PwMS
compared to that observed in neurotypical individuals. LSV and ML-tROM reduce similarly
when using a 4WW-LT compared to 4WW-W suggesting lightly touching a walker (4WWLT) have a similar impact on gait parameters as using a walker conventionally (4WW-W).
PwMS perceive their balance to improve equally when using a 4WW-LT or 4WW-W as seen
by the VAS scores suggesting that pwMS can use modalities lightly or mechanically
deepening on the requirement.
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Chapter Five: Discussion & Conclusions
5.1 Highlights of the thesis
Maintaining balance during standing and walking depends upon a complex
sensorimotor control system. Standing and walking impairments are frequent in people with
incomplete spinal cord injury (pwiSCI) and people with multiple sclerosis (pwMS) due to
lesions of the central nervous system. This thesis investigated the effects of adding haptic
input from commonly used walking aids such as a standard cane, walking poles, a fixed
railing, a four-wheeled walker (4WW), and haptic anchors on the standing and walking
balance of pwiSCI, pwMS, and neurotypical individuals. Results from this study enhanced
our understanding of the role of added haptic input while using different modalities during
standing and walking in clinical and neurotypical populations.
Study one investigated the effects of commonly used walking aids and haptic anchors
on standing balance in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. The results of this study suggest
that the added haptic input from the fixed railing was most effective in reducing postural
sway, followed by poles and cane. When lightly touching a railing, haptic input is added to a
highly sensitive area (i.e., fingertip, where the density of receptors is higher), compared to the
poles, cane, and haptic anchors where haptic input is added through the palmar surface of the
hand which is less densely populated with receptors [167], [168]. Activating a higher density
of receptors corresponds to a greater influx of sensory information, especially for anchors and
railing, which may further improve balance by providing more accurate information of the
body’s orientation relative to the ground/contact surface [167], [168]. Another reason for
railing to be most effective in reducing postural sway is the presence of a rigid reference
point which acts as a source of constant haptic input for the reduction of postural sway [230].
The anchors were the least effective in reducing postural sway among all modalities. Haptic
input from a rigid surface with fewer degrees of freedom of movements possible, such as a
railing, cane, or poles, results in a greater reduction of postural sway compared to an external
device that has more degrees of freedom such as haptic anchors [71]. The railing, cane, and
poles can be gripped or pressed, while the haptic anchors can only provide a limited range of
tension before they are lifted from the ground. Another consideration might be the direction
of contact force and the need for elbow flexor activity: Holding the anchors results in a
downward force on the hand and the need for some elbow flexor contraction to maintain
tension in the strings while the other modalities result in an upward force and less elbow
flexor contraction to maintain arm orientation while standing.
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Also, various modalities affect outcome variables differently, suggesting that not all
types of modalities similarly improve balance, and these differences may be due to the
physical constraints of using the modalities. All participants relied on vision for standing
balance as seen by increased path length, sway velocity, and sway variability in the
mediolateral direction during eyes-closed conditions. Group effects suggest that pwiSCI had
poorer balance control as seen by increased path length and increased sway variability in both
the anteroposterior and mediolateral direction compared to neurotypical individuals. No
correlation was found between sensory impairments of pwiSCI and changes with added
haptic input in standing balance measures. The results from study one (chapter two) provide
evidence that added haptic input from the railing was most effective, followed by the poles
and cane in reducing postural sway in both pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals.
Study two investigated the effects of added haptic input through commonly used
walking aids and haptic anchors on walking balance control in pwiSCI and neurotypical
individuals. The results from this study suggest that added haptic input from the poles was
effective in changing the step width of pwiSCI to be more similar to neurotypical values.
Haptic input from the cane, poles, and haptic anchors significantly changed walking
parameters as demonstrated by a reduction in walking speed, step length, and margin of
stability in the anteroposterior direction for all participants. Like balance control during
standing, all participants relied on vision for walking balance control as seen by slower
walking speed, a reduced margin of stability in the anteroposterior and mediolateral direction,
variability of step length, and step width during the eyes-closed condition. Group results
showed that pwiSCI walked slower, with a smaller margin of stability in the anteroposterior,
and a larger margin of stability in the mediolateral direction suggesting impaired walking
balance for pwiSCI. Sensory scores did not correlate to any of the changes in scores for
outcome measures when haptic input was added.
In summary, adding sensory input through modalities impacted balance control and
influenced spatiotemporal gait parameters of pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. The poles
and cane did not negatively impact walking parameters suggesting a multi-function
contribution (sensory and/or mechanical support) of these modalities is possible although the
mechanical support was not investigated in this study. Participants’ perception of the
modalities to improve walking balance partially supports our results as the group of pwiSCI
perceived the cane and poles to be most useful in improving walking balance compared to the
anchors.
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Study three investigated the effects of added haptic input using haptic anchors and a
4WW on walking balance in pwMS and neurotypical individuals. Using the haptic anchors
and 4WW with a light touch and weight placed on the handles altered walking patterns as
seen by a reduction in walking speed, stride length, and cadence. Adding only haptic input
(anchors and 4WW-LT conditions) reduced mediolateral trunk range of motion similar to
using a walker in a conventional way (haptic input + mechanical support). One reason for the
reduction of trunk sway is the presence of rigid reference points (i.e., the 4WW) which has
fewer degrees of freedom compared to the haptic anchors [230]. All participants reduced DS
when using the walker conventionally compared to not touching any modalities and the
haptic anchors. Group effects suggest that pwMS spent more time in double support
compared to neurotypical individuals suggesting a compensatory strategy related to the fear
of falling, spasticity, and motor weakness common in pwMS. Sensory scores did not correlate
with any of the change scores for outcome measures when haptic input was added. Overall,
adding sensory input through haptic modalities impacted balance control and influenced
spatiotemporal parameters of pwMS and neurotypical individuals. PwMS perceived their
balance improved equally when using 4WW (light touch or conventional) which is partially
supported by our results showing a reduction in step variability and trunk range of motion
equally when using the 4WW either lightly or conventionally.
Using modalities to add haptic input impacted both standing and walking balance in
pwiSCI, pwMS, and neurotypical individuals. Added sensory information provided by haptic
cues, which can be incorporated by the body’s balance control system during standing and
walking, helps improve balance control in pwiSCI, pwMS, and neurotypical individuals [68],
[79], [231]. A cane, poles, railing, and 4WW required outstretched arm configurations which
may also have a stabilizing effect independent of the added sensory input [72]. Lightly using
poles and using 4WW conventionally assisted pwiSCI and pwMS, respectively, to bring
some of the spatiotemporal parameters similar to neurotypical individuals. These results
suggest that pwiSCI and pwMS could use poles (lightly) or a 4WW (traditionally) to improve
their walking balance.
Haptic anchors were least effective in either reducing postural sway or improving
walking balance which is in contrast with the previous studies [71], [79]. Anchors have
greater degrees of freedom of movement compared to a railing, cane, poles, and 4WW
suggesting that the amount of movement the modalities permit may impact balance measures
and how these modalities were being used [71]. Also, the novelty of using the haptic anchors
compared to commonly used modalities such as a cane, poles, and walker may have
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attenuated the effects of added haptic input from the haptic anchors. A recent study from our
laboratory looked at the effects of an intervention using haptic anchors on balance control in
neurotypical individuals [232]. Results from that study did not find any significant changes in
spatiotemporal or balance measures post-intervention [232]. One reason for not having any
significant effects may be that a majority of the participants were less than 25 years of age,
with little to no sensory and balance impairments. A similar intervention using haptic anchors
showed improved walking balance and retention effects (post three months) in people with
vestibular pathology suggesting people with impaired sensory input may benefit from
intervention studies using haptic anchors [233]. Future studies may look into the practice
effects of using haptic anchors in people with balance or sensory impairments. In general, the
results of this thesis suggest that not all types of modalities equally improve balance, and
these differences may be due to the physical constraints of using the modalities such as one
touchpoint (cane, railing) vs two (poles, 4WW), degree of freedom of movements of the
modalities, and/or familiarity with the modalities.
Our results also showed that pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals had impairments in
their standing and walking balance when vision was removed by asking participants to
perform trials with their eyes closed. Impaired standing balance was seen by increased path
length and variability of sway for both groups, while impairment in gait was seen by reduced
stride velocity and step length, and increased step variability for pwiSCI during the eyesclosed condition. Non-significant interaction effects between modalities and vision suggest
that the additional sensory information from the modalities did not compensate for the lack of
vision during standing or walking in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Non-significant
interaction effects between the modalities and vision also indicate that all participants in
studies one and two relied more on vision than added haptic input for balance control during
standing and walking. A significant vision by group interaction for standing balance suggests
that pwiSCI relied more on the vision for balance control compared to neurotypical
individuals because performance during standing significantly worsened during the eyesclosed condition only for pwiSCI.
Group effects for studies one and two confirmed that pwiSCI had greater impairments
compared to the neurotypical individuals both during standing and walking. These
differences may be due to the affected somatosensory and motor systems post-SCI which
makes it difficult to control their centre of pressure movement during standing [234] and
impaired sensory and motor control systems make it harder to control/generate the consistent
walking pattern [131], [184]. PwiSCI may have deficits in somatosensory functioning,
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muscle weakness, reduced joint range of motion, and fear of falling which further affects
their walking balance [131], [184]. Our results showed pwiSCI walked slower with shorter
and wider steps during both eyes open and eyes closed conditions compared to neurotypical
individuals. Findings from this thesis also showed that pwiSCI had a larger mediolateral
margin of stability and smaller anteroposterior margin of stability along with slower walking
speed; a combination of these factors can lead to pwiSCI adopting a predictive strategy of
walking slowly with less excursion of the center of mass. Similar to pwiSCI, pwMS also have
sensorimotor deficits, muscle weakness, poor balance, spasticity, and a fear of falling which
could lead them to adopt a different walking strategy compared to neurotypical individuals as
seen in this research with pwMS spending more time in the double support phase compared
to neurotypical individuals [46], [64], [203], [220]
Sensory impairments of pwiSCI and pwMS were not correlated to any of the outcome
variables that significantly changed with added haptic input. These results indicate that
sensory impairments may not affect the ability of pwiSCI or pwMS to use added haptic input
to improve standing or walking balance. For both studies, most of the participants had higher
sensory scores with little variability implying a higher functioning sample of participants.
More variability in the sensory scores may have changed the results [57].
Visual analog scales (VAS) scores suggest that both pwiSCI (cane) and pwMS
(4WW) perceived using certain modalities improved their walking balance compared to
neurotypical individuals. PwiSCI perceived the cane improved their walking balance during
eyes open and closed perhaps because the cane is the most commonly used modality and one
of the most common rehabilitation tools [98], [204]. Similarly, pwMS perceived that using
the 4WW both while using light touch and with weight placed through the handles improved
their balance compared to the haptic anchors which provided only sensory input and were
new to participants. Further, pwiSCI perceived their balance improved more when using the
cane and poles compared to the haptic anchors. Subjective VAS measures were partially
supported by the objective measures as pwiSCI showed improvement in walking balance
when using the poles with a light touch. PwMS perceived using the walker with light touch
was more helpful in improving walking balance compared to using a walker conventionally
which suggests that individuals with impaired upper extremity strength may benefit from
using a walker with a light touch. VAS scores from the MS study also partially support the
objective measures, as all participants showed improvement in walking balance when using
the walker both lightly and conventionally. Data from the neurotypical groups (SCI and MS
study) showed they did not perceive that any of the modalities helped improve balance
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perhaps because they had little or no walking impairments. VAS score data partially support
our hypotheses that there will be an improvement in balance control with added haptic input.
Both pwiSCI and pwMS perceived their balance to be improved when using certain
modalities during light touch.
5.2 Strengths
The combined results from the three studies in this thesis enhance our understanding
of adding haptic input and its effect on standing and walking balance in pwiSCI, pwMS, and
neurotypical individuals. One major strength of this thesis is the appropriate sample size for
each study. A power analysis was conducted for the studies involving pwiSCI and pwMS that
yielded a total sample size of 26 participants (13 per group), and 48 participants (24 per
group) respectively to have 80% power and a significance value of α < .05. The level of
significance was set at α<0.01 for all comparisons to accommodate the multiple comparisons
and to mitigate the risk of type 1 error. We were able to meet the sample size requirement for
the SCI study with 30 participants, and the MS study with 58 participants. This research also
used four different types of commonly used walking aids (cane, railing, poles, and 4WW) and
a novel modality (haptic anchors) to assess their sensory contributions to balance in two
different populations living with neurological conditions (SCI and MS). To the best of my
knowledge, this research is the first to explore the effects of multiple commonly used walking
aids in a clinical population. In addition, participant perceptions were used as a subjective
measure of how each modality impacted walking in pwiSCI and pwMS which provided
insight into if an individual likes a certain modality and if they are comfortable using it, and
believe the modality improves their walking balance.
5.3 Limitations
One of the limitations was the reporting of the sex of the participants which was
assumed by the researcher. To study the effect of sex and/or gender in utilizing haptic input,
future studies could report sex and gender separately by obtaining information from the
participant directly. All three studies were not powered to examine the differences between
the sexes. For the SCI studies, the details about the level of lesion and injury were taken from
participants' medical records. More accurate and up-to-date injury characteristics could be
obtained from the International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord
Injury exam. Although instructions were given to the participants to use the modalities
lightly, the analysis of data from the pressure sensors would help inform the amount of force
participants exerted when using each modality but is not included in this thesis.
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5.4 Future Work
The current study did not analyze the magnitude of forces participants applied to the
modalities. Future work can look at the magnitude of forces used by the participants during
the trials as this will confirm the amount of force individuals used while using the modalities.
Some research has looked at the attentional demands of using the railing and haptic anchors
in healthy adults [90]. Future studies should look at additional attentional demands in clinical
populations when walking using added haptic input through different modalities to see if
attentional demands negate the effects of added haptic input. Future studies can also look at
the muscle activity with electromyography (EMG) while using haptic input, as EMG can
provide insight into the neuromuscular control of standing and walking. Future work can also
look at differences between walking while using modalities (poles, cane, and 4WW) and
simulating the use of a modality (placebo trials for all modalities) in pwMS or with other
people with balance impairments. This will further enhance our understanding of the role of
arm orientation alone and its effect on balance control. Longitudinal studies can be designed
to assess changes in balance control and the number of falls in people using different haptic
modalities regularly or as part of an intervention. The decision when to prescribe a modality
can then be made based on the participant's perception of the benefits of a modality, (i.e., the
modality the participant likes the most) and the long-term effects of using the modality.
5.5 Conclusions
This thesis expands our understanding of the role of added haptic input from different
modalities and its effect on balance control in people with different neurological impairments
and neurotypical individuals. Both pwiSCI and pwMS have poor balance control when
compared to neurotypical individuals. Overall, added haptic input from the railing, poles, and
cane helped improve standing balance both in pwiSCI and neurotypical individuals. Haptic
input from walking poles and a 4WW helped improve walking balance in pwiSCI and pwMS,
respectively.
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Appendix A: Proprioception and cutaneous sensation testing sheet
Proprioception
Lower
extremity
Ankle
Big toe
Total:

Right

Left

/6
/6
/12

/6
/6
/12

Upper
extremity
Wrist
Phalanx
Total:

Right

Left

/6
/6
/24

/6
/6
/24

Cutaneous Pressure
Lower extremity

6.65g
/6
/6
/6
/6

Right big toe
Right heel
Left big toe
Left heel

Upper extremity
Right index finger
Right Palm
Left little finger
Left Palm

6.65g
/6
/6
/6
/6

Monofilaments
5.07g
4.56g
4.31g
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6

Monofilaments
5.07g
4.56g
4.31g
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
/6
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3.61g
/6
/6
/6
/6

3.61g
/6
/6
/6
/6

2.83g
/6
/6
/6
/6

2.83g
/6
/6
/6
/6

Total
/36
/36
/36
/36

Total
/36
/36
/36
/36

Appendix B: Anatomical sites for the marker placements

Anatomical Sites (# of markers)
Head (3)

Shoulder, arm, and finger (7)

Sternum and back marker (4)

Thorax (4)

Pelvis (7)

Femur (8)
Knee (4)
Tibia (8)
Ankle (4)

Foot (12)

Placements of the passive markers
One on the front on the forehead and one
marker above both (left and right) ears on
the head.
One on both acromioclavicular joints, two
markers on both lateral epicondyles, two
markers on both scaphoid bones, and one
marker on the dorsal surface of the distal
phalanx of the index finger of the dominant
hand.
One marker on the sternal notch and three
non-collinear markers were placed on the
upper back.
The front marker is just below the sternum,
the right and left markers on the sides of the
thoracic cage, and a back marker is in line
with the front marker.
A rectangular cluster of four markers on the
posterior part of the pelvis, and single
markers placed in front (below the navel),
right (in line with the center of the right iliac
crest), and left (in line with the center of the
left iliac crest) of the cluster
A rectangular cluster of four markers on the
lateral side of both thighs
One on both the epicondyles of both knee
joints
A rectangular cluster of four markers on the
lateral side of both shanks
One on both of the malleoli of both ankle
joints
One marker on the most anterior point of
both feet, one marker on the head of the first
metatarsal joint of both feet, one marker on
the most lateral part of both feet, one marker
on both calcanei, and three non-collinear
markers on the lateral surface of both feet
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Appendix C: Visual Analog Scales for Qualitative Assessment of Fixed Railing, Haptic
Anchors, Walking Poles, and Standard Cane

Participant ID:

Date:

Draw a vertical line where you feel best indicates your response to the following questions.
1. How easy did you find using the railing/cane/poles/standard cane/haptic anchors/4WW
while walking?
a. Eyes open Normal walking
Extremely Easy

Extremely Difficult

b. Eyes closed Normal walking

Extremely Easy

Extremely Difficult

c. Eyes open Tandem walking

Extremely Easy

Extremely Difficult

d. Eyes closed Tandem walking

Extremely Easy

Extremely Difficult

2. Do you think using the railing/cane/poles/standard cane/haptic anchors/4WW improved
your balance during walking?
a. Eyes open Normal Walking

Did not improve at all

Definitely improved

b. Eyes closed Normal Walking

Did not improve at all

Definitely improved

c. Eyes open Tandem Walking
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Did not improve at all

Definitely improved

d. Eyes closed Tandem walking

Did not improve at all

Definitely improved

3. Do you think using the railing/cane/poles/standard cane/haptic anchors/4WW impaired
your balance during walking?
a. Eyes open Normal Walking

Did not impair at all

Definitely impaired

b. Eyes closed Normal Walking

Did not impair at all

Definitely impaired

c. Eyes open Tandem Walking

Did not impair at all

Definitely impaired

d. Eyes closed Tandem Walking

Did not impair at all

Definitely impaired

4. How likely are you to lightly touch a railing/cane/poles/standard cane/haptic
anchors/4WW while walking if there was a railing available?

Extremely unlikely

Extremely likely

Please expand on your rating for the question above:
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Rank the tools in order of which you would you prefer to use the most (1) and which you would
prefer to use the least (4) if they were all available? (Circle one)

Railing

Anchors

Walking Poles

Why would you make the choice you made above?
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Cane

Appendix D: Consent forms

Research participant and consent form
Investigating the effect of haptic input on walking balance following a spinal cord injury
Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigators:
Kristin Musselman, PT
PhD
Toronto Rehabilitation
Institute
University of Toronto
kristin.musselman@uhn.c
a
416-597-3422 x6190
Cathy Arnold, PT PhD
School of Physical Therapy
College of Medicince
University of
Saskatchewan
cathy.arnold@usask.ca
306-966-6588
Research personnel:
Tarun Arora, MSc
PhD Candidate
College of Medicine
University of
Saskatchewan
Tarun17arora@gmail.com

Alison Oates, PhD
College of Kinesiology
University of Saskatchewan
alison.oates@usask.ca
306-966-1080
Joel Lanovaz, PhD
College of Kinesiology
University of Saskatchewan
joel.lanovaz@usask.ca
306-966-1073

Renato Moraes
University of Sao Paulo
Brazil
renatomoraes@usp.br
55-16-33150522

Stephan Milosavljevic, PT
PhD
School of Physical Therapy
College of Medicine
University of Saskatchewan
steve.milosavljevic@usask.c
a
306-966-8655

Gary Linassi, MD MB FRCPC
Department of Physical Rehabilitation
College of Medicine
University of Saskatchewan
gary.linassi@saskatoonhealthregion.c
a
306-966-8435

Pawan Kumar, MSc
PhD student
College of Kinesiology
University of Saskatchewan
pawan.kumar@usask.ca

Brittany Shockey
Research Assistant
College of Kinesiology
University of Saskatchewan
brs911@mail.usask.ca

Introduction
You are invited to take part in this research study because you are at least 18 years of age, have
sustained an incomplete spinal cord injury (iSCI) (i.e., American Spinal Injury Association Impairment
Scale grade C or D) at least 1 year ago OR you are a healthy match to iSCI study participants. Your
participation is voluntary. It is up to you to decide whether or not to you wish to take part in this
study. If you decide to participate you are still free to withdraw at any time without giving any
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reasons for your decision. If you do not wish to participate, it will not affect your medical care or
academic standing if you are enrolled in studies at the University of Saskatchewan.
Please take time to read the following information carefully. You can ask any of the study
investigators to explain any information that is not clear. You may ask as many questions as you
want. Please feel free to discuss this with your family, friends or family physician before you decide.
Who is conducting the study?
This study is being conducted by researchers interested in improving walking balance after an iSCI. It
is being funded by the Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation. Neither the University nor any of
the investigators will receive any direct financial benefit from conducting this study.
Why is this study being done?
While many individuals with iSCI regain some ability to walk, they are at an increased risk for falling.
Improving balance during walking is one way to help prevent falls. Adding sensory information by
touching a railing during walking, dragging small weights along the ground, using walking poles or a
standard walking cane may help improve walking balance by adding sensory information. This
sensory information that you gain by using these tools helps your brain know the position of your
body relative to the ground the tool used. The goals of this study are to 1) Understand how two
different tools (i.e., fixed railing, small weights that you drag along the ground that are called
“anchors”, walking poles, and a standard cane) used to add sensory information affect walking
balance in individuals with an iSCI; 2) Investigate if the ability to use the added sensory input during
walking is related to the qualities of someone with an iSCI (i.e., sensory scores, age, gender, time
since injury); and 3) Explore how individuals feel about the different tools for improving walking
balance control in individuals with iSCI.
Who can participate in this study?
There are two groups of adult participants in this study. For one group, you are eligible to participate
in this study if you have sustained a traumatic or non-progressive iSCI at least one year ago that is
incomplete. You must also be able to walk 10 meters without the use of any walking aid and be able
to extend your upper limb to position your finger on the railing while walking.
For the second group, you are eligible to participate if you are healthy and match the age and sex of
one of our iSCI participants.
You will not be able to participate in this study if you have any type of condition other than an iSCI
that affects your ability to feel different tools or your walking or balance ability; are taking
medication that affects balance.
What does the study involve?
You will be asked to participate in one testing session held at the Physical Activity Complex (PAC) at
the University of Saskatchewan. Study visits will be supervised by the researchers. You will be asked
to stand with your eyes open and closed while using each of the tools. You will be asked to walk
normally and with one foot right in front of the other (tandem walking) to the best of your ability.
You will also be asked to walk with your eyes open and closed. When you are asked to walk with
your eyes closed, you will close your eyes and walk in the same space and to the same location as
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you do with your eyes open. A researcher will ensure that you do not walk into any obstacles or
walls in the room when you walk with your eyes closed. You will be asked to walk without touching
anything, lightly touching a fixed railing, dragging a pair of haptic anchors, using walking poles, or
using a standard cane as you walk. The number of successful walking trials will range from 20-60
depending on your physical capability. You may rest in between walking trials as needed.
Your participation is expected to take up to 3 hours total. Most of this time will be preparing you for
walking, including putting on reflective spheres (markers) and electrodes (small, sticky discs that
record muscle activity) that provide information about how you move and how your muscles work
during walking. The reflective markers will be placed on specific parts of your body including your
feet, legs, torso, arms, hands, and head. There will be up to 65 markers on your body. The markers
are the size of small marbles and will be placed so as not to affect your ability to move. Special
cameras in the room will measure the movement of those markers.
To measure the activity in your muscles, electrodes similar to those used to measure your heart beat
will be placed on specific muscles of your body. The muscles that will be measured include the ones
at the front of your shin (tibialis anterior), the back of your calf (soleus), and the outside of your hips
(gluteus medius). An area approximately 10 cm wide and 10 cm long where the electrodes are to be
placed (i.e., the front of your shin, the back of your calf, and the outside of your hips) will be
prepared by shaving your skin and cleaning that area with an alcohol swab. Each muscle will have
two electrodes with one additional ground electrode for the entire muscle activity data collection
system. The muscles that will be examined are on the front and back of your lower legs and on the
outside of your hips; a ground electrode will be placed somewhere over a bony surface such as your
knee cap or at the side of your ankle. A maximum of 17 electrodes will be placed on your lower
body.
Force plates embedded in the walkway will record the forces that you apply to the ground while you
are walking. Force sensors on the railing will measure the amount of force you apply to the railing,
the walking poles, and the cane. You will be asked to lightly place your index finger of your preferred
or less affected hand on the railing and drag it along the railing as you walk down the room. There is
no extra preparation required for you to walk on the force plates or use the tools.
To make sure the cameras can see the reflective spheres and that the electrodes can be placed in
the correct location, you will be asked to wear shorts and a tank top. Change rooms are available
just outside of the laboratory and data collection will take place in a closed laboratory with only
yourself and the researchers present. If you do not have shorts and a tank top, either/both will be
provided by the researchers for your use during the research study.
You will also be asked to wear a safety harness that will be attached to a track in the ceiling that will
support your weight and prevent you from falling if you should lose your balance. The safety harness
is similar to that used in a construction site and should not provide any discomfort to you. For
further safety measures, a spotter may walk behind you on every trial.
After you have finished all of the walking trials, the markers, electrodes, and safety harness will be
removed. You will then be asked to complete a questionnaire asking questions about your opinions
of using the different tools while walking. You will also be asked to perform a series of tests
commonly used by clinicians to assess your sensory abilities. Your ability to sense body position will
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be tested by telling one of the researchers if your different parts of your body are moved up or down
with your eyes closed. The joints that will be tested include your shoulder, elbow, wrist, and far joint
of your index finger in your upper limb and your ankle and far joint in your big toe. This test will be
done six times per joint on both sides of your body. Your ability to sense whether you are touching
something will be tested by telling the researcher when you can feel different sizes of a
monofilament (a flexible, plastic stick) touch the surface of your skin. The palm of your hand, tip of
your finger, and the bottom of your foot will be tested. Five to six different monofilaments will be
used six times each.
If a clinician referred you to this study, information about your spinal cord injury will be collected
from the clinician. A researcher will contact the clinician to find out more about your spinal cord
injury, for example, the neurological level, and the date and mechanism of injury.
Photos and/or video of you completing the tests may be taken by a researcher, if you agree to this.
The photos and/or video may be used for teaching and research purposes only (for example,
presenting the study results at a conference).
What are the benefits of participating in this study?
If you choose to participate in this study, there may not be any direct benefit to you. It is hoped that
the information gained from this study can be used to guide balance and walking rehabilitation for
others with a SCI and to help clinical decisions for fall prevention.
What are the possible risks and discomforts?
There are some risks and discomforts related to the study procedures. There is a chance that you
may lose your balance while walking; however, the safety harness and/or spotter will prevent you
from falling to the floor. The preparation and adhesive used for the electrodes and reflective
markers may cause a mild, temporary skin irritation similar to a band-aid that should disappear
within a few days. You may experience some fatigue and soreness as a result of the walking. This
fatigue and soreness is temporary and should disappear in a few days.
What happens if I decide to withdraw?
Your participation in this research is voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time. You
do not have to provide a reason. Your future medical care and/or academic status, will not be
affected. If you choose to enter the study and then decide to withdraw at a later time, all data
collected about you during your enrolment will be retained for analysis.
What happens if something goes wrong?
Trained staff will be on hand to assist with any medical emergency. Necessary medical treatment will
be made available to you at no cost. By signing this document, you do not waive any of your legal
rights against the investigators or anyone else.
What happens after completion of the study?
The results of the study will be available within six months following the last data collection. The
investigators will send you the published results by email or mail.
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What will the study cost me?
You will not be charged for any research-related testing. You will not be paid for participating in this
study. Reasonable expenses such as parking, transportation and hotel accommodation, if traveling
from out-of town, will be reimbursed. Withdrawing from the study before completion does not
waive the opportunity for reimbursement of expenses.
How will my participation be kept confidential?
In Saskatchewan, the Health Information Protection Act (HIPA) protects the privacy of your personal
health information. Your privacy will be respected. Your name will not be attached to any
information nor mentioned in any study report, nor be made available to anyone except the
research team and representatives of the Research Ethics Board who may monitor the study. It is the
intention of the research team to present the results of this research in future funding applications
and to possibly present the findings at related conferences, workshops or teaching opportunities,
but your identity will not be revealed. Medical information concerning the nature of your spinal cord
injury will be reviewed by members of the research team only. While this information may be
reported in a scientific publication or presentation, your name or other identifying information (e.g.,
birth date) will not be attached to it. Your family physician will not be informed of your participation
in this study without your permission.
If you choose to be photographed or videotaped, any such recording will be presented without any
identifying aspects (e.g., your face) to maintain your privacy and anonymity. If you do not wish to be
photographed or videotaped during the research study you are still able to participate.
With your permission you may be contacted to see if you are interested in participating in future
studies. In order for researchers to contact you in the future, your email and/or mailing address is
required. Your contact information will be confidentially retained by the principal investigator (A.
Oates) and used only for the purposes of contacting you for future studies and/or providing you with
feedback about your participation in this study.
We would also like to ask your permission to store your coded data for future use in research related to balance
control during standing and walking. Use of the data for future research would be restricted to and maintained by
the principal investigator, Alison Oates. Any future research would have prior University of Saskatchewan
Research Ethics Board (REB) approval before any data is accessed. The stored data is coded by removing
identifying information and replacing it with a participant code. All of your rights to confidentiality, privacy, and
voluntary withdrawal outlined in this consent form apply to any future research.

If you choose not to have your data stored for future use, this will not affect your ability to
participate in the current study. You will have the opportunity to indicate your choice on the
signature page of this consent form.
Who do I contact if I have questions about this study?
If you have any questions or desire further information about this study before, during or after
participation, you can contact the principal investigator Alison Oates at 306-966-1080.
If you have concerns about your rights as a research participant and/or your experiences while in
this study, contact the Chair of the University of Saskatchewan Biomedical Research Ethics Board at
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306-966-6538. The Research Ethics Board is a group of individuals (scientists, physicians, ethicists,
lawyers and members of the community) that provide an independent review of human research
studies. This study has been reviewed and approved on ethical grounds by the University of
Saskatchewan Biomedical Research Ethics Board.
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Investigating the effect of haptic input on walking balance following a spinal cord injury
Consent to participate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have read (or someone has read to me) the information in this consent form
I understand the purpose and procedures and the possible risks and benefits of the study
I have been given sufficient time to think about it
I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have received satisfactory answers
I know I am free to withdraw from this study at any time for any reason and the decision to stop
taking part will not affect my future medical care or academic career
I agree to follow the investigator’s instructions and will tell the investigators immediately if I feel
I have had any unexpected or unusual side effects
I have been informed there is no guarantee that this study will provide any benefits to me
I give permission for the use and disclosure of my de-identified personal health information
collected for the research purposes described in this form
I understand that by signing this document I do not waive any of my legal rights
I understand I will be given a signed and dated copy of this consent form
I agree to be photographed and/or have video taken of me during this study and understand
that any identifying aspects will be removed to maintain your privacy and anonymity:

 yes



•

no
I agree to have my data stored for future use in research related to balance during standing
and walking approved by the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board:

 yes

 no
 yes

 no

•

I agree to be contacted for future studies:

•

My family physician can be informed about my participation in this study, and, if required,
consulted regarding my health and treatment.

❑ Yes, you may contact my primary care physician
(Name of physician: ___________________________ City: __________________)
❑ No, please do not contact my primary care physician
❑ I do not have a primary care physician.
Contact information (to be used to send feedback based on your participation in the study and/or
determine interest in participating in future studies according to your choice noted above):
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
Mailing address: _________________________________________________________________
I agree to participate in this study:
Printed name of participant: _______________________________________ Date:
________________
Signature of participant: ___________________________________________________
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM

INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF HAPTIC INPUT ON STANDING AND WALKING
BALANCE IN INDIVIDUALS WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Katherine Knox, MD, FRCPC

Dr. Alison Oates, PhD

Associate Professor

Associate Professor

Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

College of Kinesiology

College of Medicine

University of Saskatchewan

University of Saskatchewan

87 Campus Drive

Saskatoon City Hospital

Saskatoon, SK S7N 5B2

Saskatoon, SK S7K 0M7

Phone: 306-966-1080

Phone: 306-655-8657

SUB-INVESTIGATORS and/or STUDENT RESEARCHERS

Dr. Joel Lanovaz, PhD

Dr. Aman Saini, MD, MPH

College of Kinesiology, University of Saskatchewan

Clinical Research Assistant

PAC 333, 87 Campus Drive

Office of Saskatchewan MS
Clinical

Saskatoon, SK S7N 5B2

Research Chair, College of
Medicine
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon City Hospital
Saskatoon, SK S7K 0M7
Phone number: 306-655-8942
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Dr. Michael Levin, MD, FAAN, FANA
Professor of Neurology and Anatomy & Cell Biology; Saskatchewan MS Clinical Research
Chair
College of Medicine
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon City Hospital
Saskatoon, SK S7K 0M7
Phone: 306-655-8350

Dr. Najala Orrell, MD

Pawan Kumar MSC

Medical Resident

Mechanical Engineer

Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

PhD Student

College of Medicine, University of Saskatchewan

University of Saskatchewan

Saskatoon City Hospital

87 Campus Drive

Saskatoon, SK S7K 0M7

Saskatoon, SK S7N 5B2

Phone: 306-716-6142

Phone: 306-914-2833

INTRODUCTION
You are invited to take part in this research study because you are at least 18 years of age and have
been diagnosed with multiple sclerosis OR you are an able-bodied (AB) individual. We are interested
in monitoring your natural balance ability while standing and walking. If you consent to participate in
this research study, we would like to assess your standing and walking balance using different tools
used to add sensory input. These tools include a 4-wheeled walker and haptic anchors (125g bean bag
attached to a string). You will not be asked to walk without a walking aid if you normally walk with a
walking aid. You may use any braces you would normally wear when walking if you use a brace. You
will be required to wear a sensor device during your performance. The data will be recorded onto a
computer system, which will be interpreted at a later stage.
Your participation is voluntary. It is up to you to decide whether you wish to take part. If you wish to
participate, you will be asked to provide consent in person on a future date at Saskatoon City Hospital,
Saskatoon or at the Biomechanics of Balance And Movement (BBAM) Lab in the College of
Kinesiology, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. If you do decide to take part in this study, you
are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving any reasons for your decision. You are also
free to withdraw from participating in any parts of the study activities you do not wish to take part in.
You may also be asked to stop doing some of the walking and balance procedures in the study or
requested to do only some of the procedures.
Your decision to participate or not to participate will have no impact on your medical care. Your
decision to participate will not change any medical care to which you are entitled or are presently
receiving. It will not affect your relationship with Dr. Knox or the clinic staff or any of the researchers.
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Please take time to read the following information carefully. Please contact the support staff Brittany
Roming (306 655 8657) should you have any questions and a member of the research team will be in
touch with you to explain any words or information that you do not clearly understand. You may ask
as many questions as you like. Please feel free to discuss this with your family, friends or family
physician before you make any decisions.
WHY IS THIS STUDY BEING DONE?
Mobility and walking difficulties are often a concern to individuals with multiple sclerosis. Many
individuals with multiple sclerosis have impaired balance, which is associated with an increase fall risk.
Studies have shown that adding sensory input in the form of haptic tools has potential to improve
balance control. Haptic tools can include holding or touching a 4-wheeled walker or haptic anchors.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of haptic tools (4-wheeled walker and/ or haptic
anchors) on the standing and walking balance of individuals with multiple sclerosis. The findings of
this research will further enhance our understanding of how adding haptic input with various tools
affects standing and walking stability in individuals with multiple sclerosis. We anticipate that the
findings from this study will help maximize walking function in individuals with multiple sclerosis.
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY?
You are eligible to participate in this study if you are older than 18 years of age and have been diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis by a physician. You must be able to stand for at least 30 seconds without any
aids or support and you must be able to walk at least 10 meters with or without any aids or supports.
We hope to recruit 20 individuals with multiple sclerosis and 20 individuals without multiple sclerosis
(MS).
WHAT DOES THE STUDY INVOLVE?
If you agree, your participation will consist of a single visit to Saskatoon City Hospital, Saskatoon or
the BBAM Lab in the College of Kinesiology, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. During this
visit, you will be asked to:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Provide information to the researchers about yourself, your MS, and fall history.
Get permission from your MS physician or health care provider, or to give permission directly,
to provide the researchers with information on your MS diagnosis and MS history. This
information includes information on diagnostic tests (MRI), MS course and medication history
of medications that could impact mobility.
Perform a baseline clinical assessment of your MS. The assessment includes testing that is often
part of routine clinical MS care. This includes a brief cognitive screening test (Symbol Digit
Modalities Test), assessment of upper extremity function (Nine-Hole Peg Test) and assessment
of position sense and sensation.
Attach sensors to your wrist, ankles, waist and front of torso. The sensors are similar in size to
a wrist watch and are attached to the body with fabric straps.
To measure standing balance, you will be asked to stand with your eyes opened and closed
for 30-60 seconds while using each of the tools (4-wheeled walker and anchors) as well as
standing without using any of the tools if you are able and feel comfortable doing so.
To measure walking balance, you will be asked to walk 10 meters normally to the best of your
ability. You will also be asked to walk with your eyes opened and closed. When you are asked
to walk with your eyes closed, you will walk in the same space and to the same location as you
did with your eyes opened. A researcher will ensure that you do not walk into any obstacles
or walls in the room when you walk with your eyes closed. You will be asked to walk without
touching anything, dragging a pair of haptic anchors, and using a 4-wheeled walker according
to your ability and comfort.
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•
•
•

The testing session will last up to four hours. The number of trials will range from 3-24
depending on your physical capability. You may rest in between trials as needed.
Your data will be recorded on a computer without your patient identification or name for data
analysis on this research study.
Following your performance, you will be asked to fill out a short survey about your perceptions
regarding the ease of use of haptic tools as well as your perceptions regarding the effect of each
tool on your walking performance. You do not have to answer any questions you do not feel
comfortable doing so.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
There are no expected direct benefits to you for participating in this study. No compensation is provided
for your participation. The information obtained from this research may inform or benefit future care.
A summary of the findings will be made available to participants who request that information and will
be published in newsletters and scientific journals.
ARE THERE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?
There are no increased health-related risks associated with participating in this research study. It is
possible you may find it difficult to perform standing and walking tasks. It is possible you could
experience a near fall, feel off balance or have a fall during or after the study procedures. However, you
will be required to use the type of walking devices you normally use for this study if you normally use
any walking devices. You will also be wearing a mobility belt and will have a spotter standing and
walking with you to ensure your safety.
WHAT HAPPENS IF I DECIDE TO WITHDRAW?
Your decision to take part in this research is voluntary and will not affect your personal medical care in
any way. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time without reason. If you
decide to withdraw prior to participating in the study, please contact any of the researchers or support
staff Brittany Roming at (306- 655- 8657). If you choose to enter the study and then decide to withdraw
at a later date, all data collected about you during your enrolment will be retained for analysis.
WILL I BE INFORMED OF THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY?
Your email or mailing address will be requested in order to contact you regarding the results of the
study upon completion. Contact information will be kept in a secured location separate from the data.
You will be assigned a code, which will be kept separate from personal information. The screening
forms you filled out will be stored under this code in a locked cabinet, located within a restricted access
room at Saskatoon City Hospital.
All digital data will be recorded on password-protected hard drive located within a restricted access
room at Saskatoon City Hospital or on a secure, password-protected server at the University of
Saskatchewan for a minimum of five years after the study is completed. Only researchers approved for
this study will have access to the data. If participants do not want their data used for future studies, it
will not affect their ability to participate in this study.
WHAT WILL THE STUDY COST ME?
You will not be paid for participating in this study. You will not receive any compensation or any
financial benefits for being in this study, or as a result of data obtained from research conducted under
this study.
WILL MY TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
In Saskatchewan, the Health Information Protection Act defines how the privacy of your personal health
information must be maintained so that your privacy will be respected. No information that discloses
your identity will be released or published without your specific consent to the disclosure. However,
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research records and medical records identifying you may be inspected in the presence of the
Investigators, and the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board for monitoring the research.
No records, which identify you by name or initials, will be allowed to leave the Investigators' offices.
The results of this study may be presented in a scientific meeting or published, but your identity will
not be disclosed.
If you choose to be photographed or videotaped, any such recording will be presented without any
identifying aspects (e.g., your face) to maintain your privacy and anonymity. If you do not wish to be
photographed or videotaped during the research study you are still able to participate.
With your permission you may be contacted to see if you are interested in participating in future
studies. In order for researchers to contact you in the future, your email and/or mailing address is
required. Your contact information will be confidentially retained by the researchers and used only
for the purposes of contacting you for future studies and/or providing you with feedback about your
participation in this study.
We would also like to ask your permission to store your coded data for future use in research related
to balance control during standing and walking. Use of the data for future research would be restricted
to and maintained by the principal investigators (K. Knox & A. Oates). Any future research would have
prior University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board (REB) approval before any data is
accessed. The stored data is coded by removing identifying information and replacing it with a
participant code. All of your rights to confidentiality, privacy, and voluntary withdrawal outlined in
this consent form apply to any future research.
If you choose not to have your data stored for future use, this will not affect your ability to participate
in the current study. You will have the opportunity to indicate your choice on the signature page of
this consent form.
WHO DO I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE STUDY?
If you have any questions or desire further information about this study before or during participation,
you can contact the support staff Brittany Roming (306 655 8657) and one of the sub-investigators will
get in contact with you.
If you have any concerns about your rights as a research participant and/or your experiences while
participating in this study, you can contact the Chair of the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics
Board (306-966-2975, or for out of town calls 1-888-966-2975). The Research Ethics Board is a group
of individuals (scientists, physicians, ethicists, lawyers and members of the community) that provide an
independent review of human research studies. This study has been reviewed and approved on ethical
grounds by the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board.
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CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE
Study Title: Investigating the effects of haptic input on standing and walking balance of individuals
with multiple sclerosis
•
•
•
•
•
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

I have read (or someone has read to me) the information in this consent form.
I understand the purpose, procedures and the possible risks / benefits of this study.
I was given sufficient time to think about my participation in this study.
I had the opportunity to ask questions and I have received satisfactory answers.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from this study at any time for any reason and the
decision to stop taking part will not affect my future relationships.
I give permission to the use and disclosure of my de-identified information collected for the
research purposes described in this form.
I understand that by signing this document I do not waive any of my legal rights.
I agree to the release of my medical information related to my MS from my health care provider
to the researchers. This information may include my medication, imaging and disease course
history.
❑ yes
❑ no
❑ not applicable (I do not have MS)
I agree to be photographed and/or have video taken of me during this study and understand that
any identifying aspects will be removed to maintain my privacy and anonymity:
❑ yes, only for analysis
❑ yes (de-identified), for analysis, and for research and education presentations
❑ no
I agree to have my data stored for future use in research related to balance during standing and
walking approved by the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board:
❑ yes
❑ no
I agree to be contacted for future studies:
❑ yes
❑ no
I will be given a signed copy of this consent form.

Contact information (to send feedback and/or determine interest in future studies according to your
choice noted above):
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
And/ Or
Mailing address: _________________________________________________________________
I agree to participate in this study:
Printed name of participant: ______________________________________________________
Signature: ________________________________________________
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Date: __________

